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Young Wild West'~ Desperate Charge
OR, THE. SHOT THAT BEAT THE REDSKINS

.I

I

NEW

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Interfering With An Indian Love
Affair.

A very warm day in the early fall was .iust
drawing to a close. The waters of the stream
known as the North Fork of the Canadian River
flowed sluggishly beneath the overhanging willows. The season had been a dry one, and the
river was lower than usual, and muddy at that.
All was silence, save the chirping of t~ insects
and the occasional call of a wild bird. As the
sun sank lower, the slanting rays pierced a break
in the .cotton wood foliage and fell upon the
water, lighting up the shadows and putting a
more cheerful aspect to the scene.
But suddenly faint sounps made by a paddle
were heard, increasing gradually. In less than
a minute the sounds increased and the movement
of the paddle quickened. A canoe was coming
down the stream, and the person propelling it
evidently was in a hurry. Probably two minutes
later the canoe came around a bend close to the
willows. In it were two persons. One was an
Inpian maiden and the other a stalwart young
buck. It was the latter who was handling the
paddle, and he did it with a dexterity that told
plainly how well he was used to it. On went the
canoe until it reached another angle in the stream.
Then just as it was about to make the turn
an exultant yell sounded and a larger canoe, containing three redskins, came in view. One of
them was evidently a chief of the tribe, if his
gaudy headdress went for anything. He was restini:r upon one end at the bow and holdini:r a rifle
in his hand. The other two were laborini:r hard
with the paddles to overtake the couple ahead.
The Indian maiden gave vent to a stifled scream
as she saw the pursuers, but her companion merely i:rritted upon his teeth and strove harder to
keep the lead. He was easily doini:r it, too, but
suddenlv there came sounds just ahead which
told him plainlv that they were near the rapids.
If there had been plenty . of water in the river
it would have been quite easy to i:ro over the
clani:rerous spot, but now it was different. Black,
slippery rocks loomed up on all sides And there
was barely depth enough over the crest, which
had a fall of six or eight feet, to J>ermit a canoe
to fl.oat.
The Indian shot a quick i:rlance to the rfa'.ht
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and then to the left. but it seemed that there
was no chance to make a landing and get awav,
so he nodded to his fair companion and then
paddled on with all his might. A minute later
and the canoe was being whirled down the slant
toward the crest of the little waterfall. With
clasped hands the young squaw watched her companion as he strove to guide the frail craft safely to the smooth water below. But it was .lot
to be.
Twice the. bottom of the canoe struck hard. anrl
then there came a sudden rippini:r sound and wer
it went, throwini:r the occupants into the shallow
water at the very brink of the fall. An exultant
shout sounded . and the oursuini:r canoe was seen
to suddenly make for the shore on the right. The
young brave yelled defiantly as he got upon his
feet and seized the maiden about the waist. Then
he started over the slippery rocks for the left
bank. leaving the damaged canoe to its fate.
The river. was not very wide at this point, and
seeini:r that the two were trying to make their
escape, the chief i:rave ouick orders and the two
Indians with him quickly sent the craft for the
opposite shore. But the young couple got there
a few yards ahead of them and then instead of
fleeing into the woods the buck thrust the squaw
behind him and, pullini:r a knife from his belt,
stood as though waitini:r to be attacked. One,
the old chief had him covered with the rifle. but
he lowered it rather reluctantly, and not until the
prow of the canoe touched the bank did he utter
a word. Then as he sprani:r out he shouted:
"Tall Willow must die. He has stolen Grav
Wini:r's daui:rhter. He is a Comanche, and he is
a coward."
"Ui:rh!" answered the brave, with a grunt that
was almost savai:re. "Tall Willow is not a coward.
He wants Silver Star for his squaw, and she is
willin~. Because he is not a Pawnee, Gray Wini:r
does not like it. But Silver Star says she will
stay with me, and if Tall Willow dies she will
die, too."
Seeing that there was no chance for the lovers
to escape, Gray Wing laid his rifle upon the
ground and then unwindini:r a whip from his waist
he gripped the butt of it and started for the
squaw. Swish! The loni:r lash came down hard
upon her shouldns as she stepped bacll: and
cowered before hha.
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Enraged at seeing his sweetheart treated so
brutally, the young Comanche raised his knife
and leaped forward to lay low the Pawnee chief.
But he . was not quick enough. The other two
braves quicklv interfered, and the knife was soon
serit fl ying from his hand, while he was thrown
to -the 2:round. The two had all they could do
to hold him t11ere, however. but the chief did
not pay anv attention to that part of it.
His dauirhter had fled a short distance and was
standing upon the bank of the river now, but
he went after her, swinging the whip savag·ely,
and when he was near enough he raised it to
strike her another blow. At that very moment
a 1·ifle cracked at the other side of the :river and
the whip was broken at the stock by a bullet.
Instantly much alarm was· expressed by the three
.
Pawnees.
"Ugh!" cried Gray Wing, as he stood holding
the whip, which was hanging almost straight to
the ground now. "Who shoot?"
Just then a dashing-looking; young fellow, with
long, light chestnut hair. broke from the cottonwoods at the . opposite side of the stream and
appeared in view. He carried a Remington rifle
in his hand and, pausing upon the edge of the
bank, he called out:
"I reckon that is about enoug·h of that kind of
business, redskin. I don't know what started the
trouble, but I certainly couldn't see a girl whipped in that fashioR, even if she is nothing but a
.
redskin squaw."
"Palface boy heap much smart," the chief retorted. angrily. and then he threw the whip to
the ground. "Gntv Wing will make him sorry."
"No threats, chief," came the cool retort. "I
reckon I'll come over there and find out what the
trouble is. Come on, boys."
Then as he started to Pi(!k his way across the
stream by stepping from stone to stone, another
boy and a tall man, with long; black hair- and
a inustache of the same hue, appeared from the
shrubbery. All three were attired much alike in
fancy hunting suits of buckskin and wore gaycolored' shirts and wide-brimmed sombreros. But
the boy with the long, light hair seemed to be
the leader, and stepping up to the chief he boldly
placed a hand upon his shoulder and said:
"S'ee here. redskin, vou made a threat just now
and I don't like it very much. Still, I don't want
,·ou to think that I am afraid of you or a1;y_ other
redskin living. You're supposed to be hvmg at
peace somewhere around here, and ~ou shouldt:'~
make war on the whites. By breakmg the whip
with a bullet just now doesn't mean that I am
mak1ng war upon vou. I simply aid it to prevent
you from hitting the squaw. Now, then, JUSt tell
me what this all means, anyhow."
The other two Pawnees had risen to their feet
and finding himself at liberty, Tall Willow arose.
As if he thought he should be the one to answer
the paleface boy's question. he mo".ed ar?und so
he could face him, and then fold~ng his arms
across his breast gave a nod and said:
"Me Tall Willow, a Comanche. Me want Grav
Wing's daughter for my squaw, and she want
me for her husband. Gray Wing 3: Pawnee. and
he no like me because I am a C?m.anche. He ,
say no, and me 11:0 away. B1;1t Silve~· Star s~e
foilow me, and say she go with me 1f she . die.
Then we take la canoe and come down the river.

Gray Wing· and two of his braves follow us.
They catch us when our canoe upset. Tall Willow· no. want to fight with the Pawnees, but when
Silvel' Star sav she no go· back with her father
me stay with her, for she will be my squaw."
"I reckon that sorter sounds all right, Wild."
the tall man who had cro ssed the river with the
two boys observed.
"Yes, that's right, Charlie. I believe the redskin has told the truth. Bv falling in love with
the squaw he has started the old feud that has
long- existe{I between the two tribes, I suppose.
But since we have interfered I suppose the best
thing we can do now is to try and settle it. The
old chief seems to be rnther mad because I broke
his whip, but I care nothing about that. If he
tries to strike the. squaw in that way again I'll
do something worse to him than break his whio."
"You kin bet your life you will, Wild. I think
the best thing we kin do with him is to chuck
him in the river and J!ive him a wash. He's g-ot
a lot of fancy toggery on7 but there's more or
less o:( an inch of dirt on him, jest the same.
Jest look how greasy he , is."
Then the boy turned to the young people and
continued:
"Since it won't be very healthy for you if you
go back to the village, or try to g-et away on
foot, you can go over with us to our camp and
remain there until morning. Then probablv the
old chief will be in a better humor and we'll go
over and have a talk with him. You are quite
a likely looking- redskin, anyhow. I can generally
tell those of your race who haven't any good in
them. You seem to be a pretty fair one."
. "Tall Willow is a good Indian. His tongue is
not crooked, and he no fight the palefaces."
"All right, Tall Willow. Now, if you think
you can get your squalY across the river, iust
g-o right ahead. We'll wait until you g-et ove:r,
and then we'll come along after you. Our camp
is only a short distance away, and it just happened that we came down along the river in
search of something- in the wav of game when
we- found out what was going- on. We heard
the sounds, of com·se, as we were approaching,
and . I am glad I got in sight of you in time to
save your squaw from being struck with the
whip."'
The th1·ee Pawnees, though ·v erv angrv at the
interference, said not a word while the conversation went on. But evidently they regarded the
matter settled for the time, for at ~ nod from
Gray Wing, the other two went to the bank and
got into the canoe. He followed them, picking·up the broken whip as he did so, and just as
he was getting in the boy with the long hair stepped after him and said:
"If you'll tell me iust how far your village,
or camp, is we'll come around and have a talk
with you in the morning, chief."
"Pawnee village three, four miles up the river,"
was the reply.
"All rig-ht, Grav Wing. We'll be around and
see you to-morrow mc~:ning. Good-night."
But Gray Wing made no reply to the salute,
and he pu;:;hed off the canoe and then motioned
for the two braves to paddle up the stream, which
they promptly began doing.
"Well, I reckon w'e can all i:::o across together
now," the boy said, with a smile at the brave
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and squaw. "I suooose vou are willing to go to
our camo with us ? "
"Tall Willow can't say how he will oay the
1>alefaces for their kindness." the brave answered, shakinn- his head doubtingly.
"That's all right, we don't want any -oay. Come
on."
Then the redskin nicked uo the maiden as
though she was but a child and nimblv crossed
the stream, followed bv the three whites. Silver
Star seemed verv g-rateful. and once she was
set uoon her feet uoon solid g-round she turned
to those who had rendered such timely a ssistance
to her and said:
"Will the oalefaces tell me who thev are.?
Silver Star thinks she knows them."
"You think you know us. eh?" wa<; the smilingreoly from the voung leader of the trio. "Well.
who are w~?"
"You Young Wild West. the oaleface bov who
never misses when he shootf. and who is not
afraid to forht when he is right."
"Yes, that's right. Sfiver Star. Now, then,
tell me the names of the others."
The Indian maiden shook her head.
"Silver Star does not know their names. She
has heard of Youn!!"· Wild West and his two partners. They," nodding to the man and bov, "a1·e
his two partners-11is friends who can fight heap
much like Young Wild West."
"Well, boys, I reckon she has got us down
nretty nearlv right. hasn't she-'?" and Young Wild
West laughed lightly and then turned to go to the
camo they had left a short time before, the two
Indian lovers following.

CHAPTER IL-Young Wild West's Camp.
Young Wild West and his friends were on one
of their horseback trips through the wildest parts
of the great West in search of excitement and
adventure when they arrived at a pleasant camping soot on the bank of the little creek that helped feed the waters of the Canadian River. They
arrived there just about an hour before the exciting chase tm the river occurred, and at once
proceeded to out things in shaoe for the night.
After satisfying themselves that the camo was
in proper sha1>e, Young Wild West and his two
partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, decided
to do a little hunting before darkness came on.
They followed the creek to where it emotied into
the river, and then as they were starting along
the bank they heard sounds which indicated nlain]y that something out of the ordinary was going
on in that lonesome section. Then it was that
Young Wild West, as he led the way through
the undergrowth, came in sight of the Pawnee
chief just -as he was about to strike the young
squaw with the whio fo1· the second time. Having his rifle in readiness, it was easy for the
voung deadshot to ouicklv take aim and fire the
sf1ot that went straight to the mark.
But he always did what he thought was rill:ht,
and being well satisfied that the squaw was
bent uoon remaining ,vith the Comanche buck,
it had not taken him but a few secomls to decide
to Jet the two go to the camp with them. Now
as they struck through the bushes to make a
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straight course for the camo the boy turned to
Tall Willow and Silver Star and said:
"I suonose a whole lot of trouble may come
out of this, but I can't help it. I think I am doing right bv taking your side of it, and if it hapoens that Gray Wing starts to make war uoon
us for it we will try and see to it that he gets
the worst of it."
Gray Wing no fight the palefaces," Silver Star
answered, quickly. "He do that many times
before, but the soldiers punish him, and he is being watched by them now. Once every moon he
must go to the agent and have his name out on
the book. My father will no longer fight the
palefaces."
"I see," the young deadshot answered. as he
nodded to his oartners. "The old chief is on
probation, I believe. Well, even that wouldn't
stoo him from getting into a scrimmage, if he
gets aroused sufficientlv. N~ doubt he is very
angry because his daughter was satisfied to take
up with a Comanche. Well. it is all righ( boys.
We are going to pay a visit to the redskin vil- I
lag-e to-morrow morning."
"Good enough!" Cheyenne Charlie, the scout,
exclaimed. a grin !;l,howing on his face. "I reckon
we had better take Hop Wah along, so he kin
make a little fun for us. That heathen jest likes
to g-it among a lot of In.iuns. where he kin have
a chance to work some of his magic."
"Take him along by all means, Wild," Jim Dart
spoke up.
"All right, just as you say. I reckon it will
be safe enough to leave the girls in charge of
the camo. Quite likelv Tall Willow and Silver
Star will remain there, too, for it wouldn't do
to let them go on until we have found out just
what the old Pawnee chief intends to do in the
matter."
The two Indians listened to all that was being
said with no little interest. The distance to the
camp of our hero and his friends was not great,
and .in less than five minutes after leaving the
bank of the river they were ascending a hill near
the foot of which the camo was located. When
their two charges saw the two tents located on
the bank of the little creek and a Chinaman bending over a fire broiling meat. thev nodded and
smiled at each other. Before the five reached the
camo a young girl came running to meet them.
"Is that the kind of game you have brought in,
Wild?" she asked, her face lighting up ~vith a
smile as she looked rather curii)Usly at Tall Willow and Silver Star. "We heard you shoot. and
expected vou might have dropped a buck."
"The onlv buck we saw is· a redskin, Et," the
voung deadshot answered, in his cool and easy
wav. "Here he is now."
"I see him, Wild. But what is the trouble?"
"Oh, we have got mixed up in a little Indian
rumpus, I reckon. These are a couple of lovers
who were in pretty bad straits when we came
across them rather unexpectedly."
"Is that so?" and the gir 1 opened wide her
eyes and then looked more closely at the two
Indians.
She walked with them to the camp, and then it
was not long before our hero had introduced the
couole to those who were waiting expectantly.
Si-Jver Star soon showed quite olainly that she
understood the ways of the palefaces quite welL
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and she readily answered all the Questions put to
_ her, sometimes going rfa:ht ahead and relatin11:
parts of the story of her love affair. Tall Willow.
on the other hand. had little to say.
The Chinaman who was doing the cooking had,
scarcely paid any attention to the newcomers at
all, but Hoo, who was generally known as Young
Wild West's clever ·chinee, had been watching
them closelv as he sat upon a rock busily re\>airing a saddle. He now arose and, coming over to
the oair, bowed to them and said:
"Vellv nicee evening, so be."
"Yes," Tall Willow answered, soberly. "Soon
the stars will be shining in the sky and the darkness will come."
"Lat light, Misler Ledskin," Hop declared, in
his bland way. "You allee samee wan tee gittee
mallied'?"
"Ugh!" Tall Willow exclaimed, brightening up
and looking at the clever Chinee sharply. "You
paleface oreacher '?"
"No," Hoo answered, Quickly. "Me allee samee
velly smartee Chinee. Me no pleachee. Me
showee nicee lillee tlick, allee samee."
"That wiil be enough of that, Hop," Young
Wild West spoke up, with a glance that told ·the
heathen he must not go too far with his joking.
"They think vou're a preacher. and as they have
eloT)ed, as you might call it, they are anxious to
get married. There is no use in raising their
hopes and then have them dashed to the ground
. a.e:ain."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me makee lillee
mistakee. Me no pleachee. Me makee funny
tlicks, play cllaw pokee and dlink tanglefoot, but
me no pleachee. Me go to Sunday-school in
'Flisco, and me velly goodee Chinee."
The two- Indians looked at him in surprise, but
could not Quite understand- what he was drivingat. Finallv our hero told him to with.draw and
let them alone, and bowing- in a humble way,
Hoo oromotly did so.
The two were still dripping from their sudden immersion in the water, and Arietta now
came .a:nd led Silver Star to the smaller of the
two tents. Jim Dart offered dry clothing to the
brave, too, but he refused, with a · shake of his
head, declaring that his clothes would soon dry
and that many times he had permitted them to
do it while they were upon his body. By the
time the supper was ready Silver Star came out
attired in Quite a different fashion. and when the
Indian lover looked at her he nodded and smiled
approvinirly. The squaw seemed pleased at this.
and busied herself in arranging her wet garments
and hanging tliem up. so they might drv before
morning. Young Wild West's' sweethea1·t assisted her in doing this, and -then the two jo4led
/ the rest in the circle about the fire.
Wing Wah was a splendid cook, as our friends
were willing to admit, but very often the scout's
wife assisted him, and she had done so upon this
-particular occasion. The result was that the.'
had a g-enerous supply of very J.:i,ght muffins on
the bill-of-fare.
Bv this time it was quite dark. The stars
were shining overhead iust as Tall Willow said
thev soon would be doing, and only the usual
sounds of the forest came to their ears. Our
friends liad not known they were within four
miles of :;on Indian settlement or vi!1age wb.eJ1
they went into camp, but since the redskins living

there were at oeace with the whites there would
have been nothing to fear if they had known it.
But now it was different. Grav Wing, the chief
of the Pawnees living- at the village, certainlv
must have a grudge against those who had interfered while he was trying to seoarate the voungcou-ple and chastise his daughter for havingeloped.
This meant then that a band of Pawnees mig-ht
appear at any time at the cam-p and demand
the custody of the ,sQuaw. They talked on this
subject as they ate supper and the unanimous
conclusion was that if such a thing did .happen
they would refuse to give her up.
After the meal the two guests sat down and
Silver Star became more talkative than ever.
sound
It must have been two hours later when
somewhat resembling the bark of a coyote came
from the direction of the river.' Instantly Young
·
West was upon his feet. ·
Wild
1
· ' Boys," he said, nodding to Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart, "I reckon that bark..was made by
a redskin. I' wouldn't be surprised if old Grav
Wing is coming rig-ht now after his daughter.
Get ready for him."
The words were scarcely out of the bov's mouth
when there was a crashing in the bushes and
then a tramping- was heard, showing that uossibly as many as a dozen were approaching-. Tall
Willow -promptly stepped over to the side of the
boy and said:
"We want a gun." •
"You can have a gun all right," was the repiy.
"But I reckon we'll be able to get along without
any fighting just now. You iust kee-p cool. We.
are not going to let the Pawnees take your sweetheart from you."
The Comanche bowed and steo-ped back and
sat down upon the stone he had risen from. · The
next minute several forms could be seen approaching throui:rh the darkness, and then up
came as many as a dozen redskins, all of whom
were armed and apparently ready to fight.

a

CHAPTER III.-Tall Willow's Rival.
Young Wild West was noted for hi wonderful
coolne~s, no matter· what the situation was. Apoarentlv verv much unconcerned, he waited until
the Indians came to a halt, and then he said:
"Well, redskins, what's the trouble'? Anything.
wrong'?"
"Gray Wing come for his daughter," was the
Quick reply, and then the old chief rode up close
to the fire on a gaily bedecked mustang.
"I reckon you had better leave her where she
is for to-night, anyhow, chief," the boy answered.
"She seems to w:ant to remain with us."
"Gray Wing- want his daughter and he waµt
Tall Willow."
"Oh, you are not satisfied if you take Silver
Star back with you. You want her lover, too,
eh?"
· "U g-h ! " and the old chief looked -fearlessly at
the boy, who now stood with his hand restingu-pon the neck of the chief's horse.
Silver Star now walked straight toward her
father and beqan talking excitedly to him in the
language of the Pawness. He did not let her go
very far. however, and reaching- out suddenlyJ he
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tried to grasp her bv the ar m, as though he angrily . "If you want to flirht I reckon you kin
meant to pull her upon the horse with him. She git more than you want of it. Young Wild West
got back behind Wild and then tried to tall<: kin lick a dozen like vou."
again.
At the mention of our hero's name the Indians
"Silver Star." our hero said. in his cool and started and then looked at each other questioneasy way, "you have made uo your mind to stay in.i.rly. It was quite evident that thev had heard
here, so just go and sit down a'nd don't say any- the name of Young Wild West before, and that
they knew something about him. The old chief
thing more. Do as I say."
The girl nodded, and without a word in reply showed no little surprise, too, and looking at the
went back into a rather dark corner and sat upon boy keenly, he said:
"Young Wild West?"
a rock. Presently, as though he thought it was
"That's ri.i.rht, Gray Wing. Didn't you know it
his turn now, Tall Willow arose to his feet and
before?"
stalked majestically before the old chief.
'·No," with a shake of the head. "Young Wild
"Gray Wing," he said, "my father was a great
chief, and he died fighting for his people. You West heap much shoot. He fight the Pawnees
are a great chief, but no greater than my father. two, three years ago."
"Yes, I reckon I did have a little scrimmage
Silver Star is your daughter, and I am my
father's son. Tall Willow wants to marry Silver with some Pawnees about that time, chief. ProbStar, and Silver Star wants to marry Tall Willow. ably you heard how I made out, too."
"Gray Win.i.r say two, three years ago he want
Me a Comanche and she a Pawnee, but that all
the scalp of Young Wild West. but the Pawnees
right."
"Silver Star shall not be the squaw of a Co- no fight the palefaces now. They are at peace
manche," snapped Gray Wing, his eyes flashing . with the white man."
"Yes, so I understand. That being the case,
dangerously. "She will be the squaw of Jumping
you had better get awav from here right away.
Hc,rse, who is a great brave and a Pawnee."
"Silver Star will not say that,"• and the Co- The first thing you know you'll be fighting, and
manche turned and looked over to where the girl then you had better look out. If vou don't make
this fellow," pointing to the crouching redskin
was sitting.
The old chief uttered a hoarse laugh, and then near the fire, "put that knife away and get up, I
turning in the saddle, beckoned for one of the certainly will have to clean you up. I am just in
redskins to come forward. It was the brave the humor to do it, Grav Wing. I feel like fi.i.rhtcalled Jumping Horse who answered the sum- ing.'•
mons, and he came riding right up into the midst
It was galling the chief to do it, but he ·turned
of our friends. reining in his horse with the air to Jumping Horse/ and commanded him to put
of a conqueror.
away his knife and mount his horse. The red"Jumping Horse will take his squaw. I have skin did it, but the look he shot at our hero told
given her to him," said the old chief, soeakin_g- plainly that he meant to have revenge at the first
as though he meant to make his words very im- opportunity.
pressive.
"Now, then," the young deadshot went on, in
Then Jumping Horse, as he was called, quick- his cool and easy way, as he waved his hand to
Indian
the
ly dismounted and started toward
the mounted 1·ed,skins, "just turn vour horses and
:maiden. But before he could reach her Tall Wil- light out. I'll give you just two minutes to do it.
standing
and,
them
low had stepped between
This has gone about fa1: enough. Silver Star is
with folded arms, he looked defiantly at his rival. not going back to your village until she gets good
someJumping Horse stepped back and uttered
and ready to do so. Maybe ,l am a little wrong
thin_g- like an an.i.rry growl, at the same time in this, but I can't help that. None of us here
drawing a keen-edged knife.
mean to permit a girl to ·be torn from the man
"Hold on, there!" Young Wild West called out, she wants to marry and be forced to take another
as he ran over to them. "I reckon you are not for her husband. Gray Wing, you go back to
.i.roing to use that knife here, redskin. Just out your tepee and think it over. To-morrow morn,
that back where you .i.rot it from and be quick ing I'll pay you a visit, and we'll hold a little
.
about it."
pow-wow and maybe settle things in a satisEnraged at the interference, the Pawnee turned ·factcry manner."
upon the boy and made a savage thrust at him
'·Ugh!" grunted the chief, and then he slowl y
with the knife. Spat! Young Wild West shot turr:ed
fiis horse and without saying· a word to
out his right fist with amazing quickness, and the his companions
rode away into the darkness.
blow landed squarely between the Indian's eyes,
Waiting until the clatter of hoofs had nearly
causing him to stagger back and fall almost into died
out, Young Wild West turned to his partners
the blazing fire. An angry vell went up from the
rest of the redskins then. The verv instant Wild and said: boys, I reckon it wasn't so hard to get
"Well,
struck the Indian, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart
ail. I did think when they
drew their revolvers, while Arietta quickly rid of them, afte1·
to . be a lot of
seized her rifle, which was standing near her at rode uo that there was going·
the time. The angry Pawnees quickly found trouble.''
"It's all on account of the cool way you acted,
themselves pretty well covered, and they soon
came _back to something like order. Jumping Wild." Jim answered, quickly. "If you had 2'0t
Horse crouched near the fire. Wild stood over angry and threatened to shoot. they might have
him waitin.i.r for him to get up. He had offered started something up. But you took the starc1l
to draw a weapon, and simply meant to knock out of them, and all but the brave who wants
him down before he had a chance to do anvthing Silver Star for his squaw were pnttv weil satisfied to remain quiet."
should he attempt to rise to his feet.
There was much talk over the Incident;, and
"Git up, redskin!" called out Cheyenne Charlie
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afteJ' a while 1'all Willow again asked our hero
for a revolver. He declared that he had lost his
when the canoe overturned, but he still had his
hunting-knife.
.
"Me pay you," he said, and then he produced
a bag· which contained some silver and gold and
proceeded to count it over.
Young Wild West and his friends always went
provided with extra weapons. At that particular
time they had as mam, as four r~volvers that
were hot in use. Wild was always liberal,- and he
unhesitatingh• called Hop and told him to get one
and also bring a box of cartridges from the supplie;,, When the ChiJlaman had done so t~e young
deadshot handed the revolver and cartridges to
the Comanche, saying. as he did. so:
"There you are, Tall Willow. We'll make you
a present · of the gun. I won't take any money
for it."
"No," declared the Indian, shaking his head,
"me want to pay."
"Well, I don't. want you to, so that settles it."
There was a short silence, and then Tall Willow
accepted the gift. The evening· passed on and ·
nothing further occurred to interrupt the tranquillity of the camp. After a while it became
time
turn in for the night. Our friends usually
divided the night into three watches. Cheyenne
Chai ·lie took first watch, Jim second, and Wild
the last. In this way they all managed to get
quite enough sleep, since thev generally retired
early. Thinking that Jumping Horse migpt return with some of the Indians to make an attempt to kidnap Silver Star, Wild advised Charlie
to be more cautious than usual.
"You had better keep Hop awake while vou are
· on watch " he said. "When it comes Jim's. turn
Tall Will~w will keep him company."
The Comanche then offered to remain awake
all night, and he promised tl~at he ;Vould keep a
vigilant watch, too. But W1ld easily persuaded
him to retire, and without another word he went
into the larger of the two tents and lay down
near Wing. Silver Star accepted the invitation
to rP.main in the other tent with the girls, and she
seemed grateful for the privilege .. Charlie'~ watch
went through all right, and when it came time for
Jim and the Comanche to take their trick the
scout and Hop lost no time in seeking their
blankets. It must have been just an h~uz: after
midnight when Tall Willow, who was s1ttm1? on
the ground near Jim as he lay back stretched o_u t
upon a rock, touched the boy on the arm and said,
in a low whisper:
'·Somebody come."
Dart raised his head and listened.
"Right you are, redskin," he answered, in a
very low tone of voice. "I reckon your rival is
sneakinl? around the camp."
"Me l?0 find," whispered the Comanchee, eagerly.Tall Willow at once
. t h e d arkness.
crept away m
He knew just where to go to find the person who
had made· the sounds that had attracted attention.
Jim did not make any noise, either, as he w:ent
to the tent. He reached the tent and had .1ust
arc,used Wild and the scout when a sharp cry
sounded. Then a crashing in the bushes followed.
and the three, revolvers in hand, ran out and took
stntions so they would be able to put up a defense
1n'·case there was an attack. Jim took time to
thr 0 w a few dn· twigs upon the dying embers of

to

th~ fire, and then it was not long before there was
a blaze, which lighted the scene much better. The
crashing in the underbrush continued for a few
seconds. and then Tall Willow was seen approaching, his hand gripping the arm of a prisoner. He
was holding a revolver to the latter's head, too,
as our three friend s saw a second later. Straight
to the fire the Comanche came and then Wild and
his partners saw that the prisoner was no other
than Jumping Horse.
·
''Me catch, Young Wild West,," Tall Willow
said. "Jumpinl!: Horse heap much fool. He
no have Silver Star for his squaw. Me fight him
with knives, and me kill."
"Me fight," spoke up the prisoner, angrily.
"Tall Willow heap much coward. "
"Oh, you are willing to fight him, then, are
yo,1, redskin ? "
"Me fight and me kill very quick. Me take Tall
Willow's scalp and hang it to the pole of_ my
tepee."
Our friends could readily understand that the
two Indians were more than willing to fight it
OU~.

"Wild," suggested the scout, "if they're so anxious to fight whv don't you let 'em have it out
with their fists? They can't kill each othe1 that
way, that's sartin."
Of course, by this time the rest of the inmates
of the camp had been aroused, with the exception
of Wing, the cook. It took quite -considerable
to wake him when he once got asleep, and he was
snoring away in the tent at that very moment.
But the girls were not long in coming out, and
with them came Silver Star, who wa very much
agitated when she saw her lover with the pri,;oner. It happened that the squaw detested Jumping Horse, anyhow. Her black eyes flashed as she
ran up and touched Tall Willow on the arm.
"You fight," she said, almost commandiugly.
'·Yoq kill Jumping Horse. He heap much afraid
of you."
"Hold on a minute, Silver Star," Wild said,
raising his finger and shaking it at her warningly. "There is going to be no killing done here. '
If these two redskins want to fight it out they
can do so right now, but it won't be with knives.
They can use their fists, the same as palefaces
are ·i n the habit of doing when they want to settle
a little difference."
"That's the way to talk. Wild!" the scout exclaiwecl, and then he promptly took the knife and
revolver from the Comanche.
Wild performed a like service' for the prisoner,
and then pushing them back, exclaimed:
"Now, then, if you want to fight it out, gc,
ahead. Both of you have seen palefaces fight
with their fists, and you ought to know pretty
well how to go about it. Let yourselves go, redskins."
"The Comanche is afraid!" said Jumping Horse,
sneeringly, and then he made an ugly grimace.
That was quite enough. Tall Willow leaped
forward with cat-like quickness and caught him
b.v the throat. The two went rolling on the
ground. The fight was on.
CHAPTER IV-The Trader at the Indian Village.
It surely was a peculiar contest there in the
dim light afforded bv the camp-fire. Neither o!
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the Indians seemed inclined to strike with their
fists. but contented themselves with clutching at
each other's throats. When they had been at it
fo1· perhaps a full minute, Young· Wild We t ran
to them and, catching Tall Willow, who had the
uppermost position. by the shoulders he called
out. sharply:
"That isn't the way to fight. Do it the same
as the palefaces do. Let go there and get upon
your feet."
Both heard and understood him, and thev at
once obeyed.
"Soak him one with your fist, Tall Willow,"
Cheyenne Charlie called out. "You kin lick him,
an' I know it."
The Comanche promptly swung hard with his
ri:.?:ht, but the blow missed, and the next jnstant
the two were locked in a close embrace agam. For
fully five minutes they kent it up, and then Tall
Willow succeeded in throwing his opponent. who
clung to him as he fell. Again Wild separated
them, and this time he decided that it was ~nough.
Surely they could not settle the grudge m that
style.
·" Go and sit down," he said to Tall Willow. as
he motioned him away. "I reckon you will have
to have it out in some other way, but not here.
Do as I say , Tall Willow."
The Comanche obeyed, and without a word of
protest marched back and took a seat beside the
squaw.
"Jumping Horse," the yoQng deadshot observed.
as he looked sharply at the Pawnee, "I reckon
you are a bad eg-g-. But you couldn't whi_P the
other fellow in that way if you kept at it for
a month. I doubt if vou could ge~ the best ~f
him in any way. But I am not gomg to permit
ru to fight any more. You go on back to the
Pawnee village now, and don't vou dare to show
up ag·ain here, for if vou do you'll surely get
shot."
"Ugh!" was all the redskin said.
.
Wild turned and walked away from him_. and
then after hesitating for perhaps half_ a mmute.
Ju mping· Horse turned and strode sw1ftlv from
the spot. Thev heard him as he climbed the short
a::cent to the comparativel y level ground above.
an,I then it was not long before the ~oofbeats 6f
his pony came to their ears. Ten mmut_es la~er
evervthing was quiet about the camp ag~m: Jim
and ·Tall Willow remained on watch until 1t was
time to call Wild, and when the young dead~hot
came out to take his trick they proI1~ptly ret1r_ed
to the tent. There was really noth~ng f!)r h\m
to do but to remain awake, and this Wild did.
though he constantly w.as listening and on the
watch. At the fir, t signs of daylig-ht he went
to the tent and arou, ed the cook.
"Wing," he said with a smile, "I reckon you
have had a prettv good sleep. You always do for
that matter. You may as well g·et busv now and
cook a little something· extra for breakfast. We
want to treat our guests in proper style, you
know."
.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," the Chmaman answered, sleepily, and then he came out of th_e tent,
rubbing his eyes.
But it was not long before he h.ad a good fire
going, and when he had looked after himself at
the creek he proceeded to cook the breakfast. Before the breakfast was half ready the 1·est' of the
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inmates of the camp were up and stirring. The
two lndians looked at the Chinaman curiously
as he went on with his work, while Wild and his
partners, with the assistance of Hop, looked after
the horses a'1d changed their positions so they
might get a better chance at the luxuriant grass
that grew in the little hollow close to the creek.
"You haven't changed your mind about going
over to the Pawnee villag·e, have you, Wild?"
Arietta asked, as the young deadshot came back,
ready for his breakfast.
"No. little girl," he answered, with a smile. "I
intc>nd to go in less than an hour."
"I suppose I am not to go with you?"
"Not this time, Et. You can· stay here. I
have decidecl that it will be best for Jim to remain, too. There is no telling what mig-ht happen. you know."
Shortlv after thev had eaten breakfast, Wild,
Charlie and Hop went to their horses and soon
saddled them. When they had done this our
hero told Jim not to relax his vigilance, and then
turning to Tall Willow, he added:
"You 1·emain right here until we come back. It
may be that I W'ill bring you good news. Don't
go. awav from here, and if it should happen that
Jumping Horse shows up, just see to it that he
does not succeed in carrying- away Silver Star. If
he forces you to fight you will have to fig-ht him,
that's all. But if you should happen to kill him
it might create trouble between the Pawnees and
Comanches."
Tall Willow nodded and declared that he would
do exactlv as the paleface boy told him. After
assuring the girls that he would not be gone more
than two or three holll's at the most, Wild mounted his horse and rode away. When they had
covered a couple of miles the trail came close> to
the river, and it was not Iona- before they reached
the top of a hill and could see the tepees of the
village in the distance.
Smoke from forest fires could be observed, too.
and squaws were busy at their work of gettingthe morning· meal readv for their spouses. The
three rode on unhesitating·l y, and when they were
within a couple of hundred yards of the village
half a dozen mong-rel curs came out and barked
at them. The barking attracted the attention of
the squaws, and then it was not long before several bucks and braves were seen coming toward
the party. They acted in a very friendly way,
however, and after greetinp; them, Wild asked
one of them where the chief was. The Pawnees
pointed out the big tepee or lodge that was occupied by Gray Wing, and then Wild led the way
straight to it. As Wild broug-ht his horse to a
halt near the chief's quarters he happened to
look over to the left, and then it was that he gave
a ,-tart of surprise. Under a wide-spreadin g tree
was an old-fashioned covered wagon of the prairie
schooner type, and iust getting out of it was a
lanky man with a grizzled beard. No doubt the
noise the Indians had created because of the ar1ival of the strangers had aroused him.
"A trader, I reckon, Charlie," the young dead. hot said , as he pointed over to the man. "He no
doubt arrived here some time in the afte.rnoon
YestHda v and means to do business with the redRkins. Probablv he has calico, cheap jewelry
and the like to exchange for skins and the like.
Some fellows make a l!:OOd living in that way. fol!
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they usually get the best of any trade they make
with the Indians."
·
"That's right, Wild," the scou,t answered. That
feller sartinlv looks as though he's a mighty keen
one. Whenever you ee a lanky-faced galoot,
with a long, sharp nose an' little eyes, you kin bet
he's mighty good at makin' · a bargain."
The individual in question had seen them by
this time, and he came toward them at a brisk
walk.
';Mornin', strangers !" he called out, cheerfully.
"Ain't in the tradin' business, are yer?"
"No," Wild answered. "We have got a little
business with the chief, that's all. You are a
trader, I suppose?"
t That's rid).t. I'm Thomas Myers, the boss
trader of the ln.iun section. Thev always like me
to come ag'in 'cause I give 'em a: square deal
every time."
"That sounds well of you, I must say. Done
any business yet?"
"No; it was mighty nigh sunset when I struck
here last night, an' I jest made friends with some
of the redskins an' then ·give 'em a little show to
· entertain 'em, aft!;)r which I turned in."
"Give 'em a little show, eh?" the scout asked,
looking somewhat surprised.
'
,
"Yes, I've got a feller with me what plays .the
accordion an' sings. He helps me a whole lot
in my business. He's asleep yet. Nothin' couldn't
wak(~ him. I heard the dogs yelpin' like the
dickens, an' then the squaws got chatterin' like
a lot was goin' on. Putty early yet, though,
ain't it?" and he looked at a big, silver watch he
drew from his pocket.
"Not very early, I reckon," Wild answered, with
a laugh. "Must be eight o'clock nearly."
"Onlv half-past seven. Eight o'clock is about
the time I generally irit up mornin's. But I
reckon a half hour earlier won't hurt me any.
Had your breakfast?"
'·Yes, quite some time ~go."
"Must be early risers, then. Well, I reckon I'll
go an' git mine. Come on over, an' I'll show you
my outfit."
·satisfied that the old chief would not show
himself yet for a while the young deadshot decided to accompan y Thomas Myers, the trader, to
his wagon. Hop went along-, as a matter of
course, and the trarler eyed him curiouslv and
finall y said: ·
'·Got a servant , young feller?"
"Yes," was t he r eply.
"What does he do? You sartinly -ain't got
much work for him."
"Oh, there are a few more who belong to our
party, you know. "
"Is tliat so? They ain't here, are they?" and
the man cast a searching look about the little
village.
"No they are back in camp, about four miles
from 'here:"
(
,
•
"They are, eh? Got many pelts there?"
"No, we are not on a hunting trip."
"What are you doin' around here, then?"
"Oh, just taking it easy and looking up excitement."
"Excitement, eh? Well, I reckon there was a
. little of that sort of thing goin' on here last night
afore. dark. One of the Injuns told me that the
,.hif<f's ilanl!hter harl run awav with a feller what

belon.1red to a different tribe. They went after
him, 'cause I was here when they come back.
They done a lot of talkin', but I couldn't find out
jest what was the matter."
·
"Well, I don't mind telling you that the chief's
daughter and her lover J!'Ot away. They are at
our camp now, and we are going to trv and help
them settle matters with the chief. That's what
brought us here this mornin£."
"Is that so? " and Myers grinned. "What might
be vour' names, anyhow?" he asked, as though he
had just thought of it.
"My .name is Youn£ Wild West, and my friend
here is Cheyenne Charlie. The Chinaman is
called Hop Wah."
"Hop Wah, eh ? I wonder if he kin hop ?" and
the trader rubbed his hands together and laughed
at his little joke.
"Yes, I reckon he can do almost anything. Maybe you'll find that out before we leave here. But
just rout that fellow of yours out. We want to
see him."
"I'll git him out mighty quick."
Then the man's face took on a stern look and
he climbed to the front of the wagon and ~ailed
out, angrily:
.
"Come on, doc. Git up now. Here's some
people here what wants to see yer. You ain 't
g-oin'. to sleep another mip.ute, an' ·if you don't git
out right away I'll use the whip on yer."
"Oh, shut up!" came from tl1e · wag-on, in a
sleepy tone of voice. "It ain't time to g-it up yet.
You had me sing-in' till I was hoarse last nig-ht
an' I'm tired out."
·
"You jest g·it out of here, Doc Lemons !" cried
the trader, and then he seized the whip that lay
at the front \if the wagon and tried to hit some
one with it inside.
But he could not get enoug·h swing to the blows
to do any damage, and after a little wrangling
a middle-ag·ed man appeared. When he saw Wild.
Charlie anti the Chinaman standing there expectantly he brig·htened up a litt le anti ca lled out:
>
"Good-mornin', friend s ! It ain't a s early as
I t110ught it was. My! but I sa r tinl y did sleep
sound last night. What's up, an yhow? Anything
in the w_ay of business ?"
"Not much in the way of business, I reckon,"
Wild answered. "We heard your boss talking
about you, and thinking it was about- time you
got up, we advised him to f etch you out . Where
is your accordion?"
"Oh, that's in the wag-on. I don't want nothin'
to de, with that this mor nin', not till af ter I've
had somethin' to eat, anyhow."
Myers wa s not long in kindling a fire, qlld when
he had done so he cut off two chunks of meat,
spitted them with sharp iron rods, and placed
them over the blaze. Next he/ made the coffee,
hanging the kettle from three 'i ron rods which
he found in the wagon. Then he crept into the
wagon and broug·ht forth about a dozen hard
biscuits.
';These here things come in mighty handy,"
he said. as he cracked one of them and took a
bite. "I had a whole barrel last Monday, an' of
course I've got a lot left yet. If you'rl! kind of
short down at your camp I don't mind sellin' yer
some."
"We have plenty on }land just now," Wild answered. with a laue:h.
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Just then Doc looked at the chunk of meat, and
"Mr. Myers," Wild called out, as he beckoned
seeing- that over half of it was e:one, he turned to the man, "don't be frightened. You must
his attention to the fire.
have allowed a powder flask or somethine: to get
"What's that 7" he asked.
too close to your fire. If you still feel like eat"Doe:-meat," bis boss told him, quickly, and in.e: your breakfast I reckon it would be a good
then he winked at our friends.
idea to start another fire and trv it over ae:ain."
"It is, eh? Well, I reckon I'm e:oin' to have
"I didn't have no powder-flask, Young- Wild
somethin'· else, then. Bacon an' ee:e:s will be West," the trader answered, and then he came
e:ood enou.e:h for me." ·
quickly over to where our friends were standine:.
He started to e:o into the wae:on to e:et the "That's the funniest thin.e: I ever seen hapnen.
fryin_e:-pan, but the trader stopped him.
Maybe Doc done it, thoul!'h, 'cause he was mad
"I was only foolin', Doc," he said. "That's beef. about the meat he thought was from a dog."
lt ain't doe:-meat."
"I don't know nothin' about it," Lemons de"I don't care whether it is or not!" the man clared, and then he, too, came over and .ioined
exclaimed, an.e:rilv. "You s.aid it was doe:-meat, our friends.
an' that's sot me ag-'in it. I ain't g-oin' to eat
The Indians said nothin.e:, but looked upon the
none of it. I'm e:oin' to have bacon an' ee:e:s or scene in a puzzled sort of way. Finally one of
them walked slowly toward the wae:on, and Wild
nothin'."
"You'll have nothin', then. You know very well and Charlie instantly reco.e:nized him as Jumpine:
that our ee:e:s is scarce, an' we've .'1,"ot about six Horse.
"What palefaces do?" he asked, showine: an
pounds of bacon left. We'll save that until we
e:it a chance to e:it hold of some more. This beef .ilgly frown on his face. "Make heap much noise."
"I reckon the palefaces didn't do anything- to
come from a cow that was killed yisterday. I
seen part of the carcass myself, so I know what make the n~!se," Wild answered, jn his cool and
You are not mad about it, are you,
I'm talkin' about. I jest told you it was dog--meat easy way.
·
to have some fun with yer. Didn't you know I Jumping Horse?"
"Ugh! · YoUng Wild West heap much smart.
was only foolin' ?"
"No, i: didn't. But I'm g-oin' to have bacon Talk bi.e: lot."
"You think so, eh? Well, I reckon I'll talk just
an' ee:e:s or nothin'."
If Wild and Charlie were enjoyin.e: it, Hop cer- as much as I :Vant to. Where is Gray Wing? I
tainly was, too. Fun-lovine: as the Celestial was. want to see him."
"Jumping- Horse made no reply, but promptly
he could not resist the temptation to play a trick
on the two ang-ry men. Walking- over to the fire turned on his heel and left the spot. But one of
be made out that be was looking- to see if the the other Pawne~ came forward and volunteered
meat was broiling properly, and then, unobserved, to g-ive the young- deadshot all the information
he took an oblong object from his pocket and he required. ~e pointed toward the chief's lodge,
dropped it into the coals. He quickly stepped and when Wild saw old Gray Wing standing
back, and then motioned for Wild and Charlie to there looking about in a puzzled sort of wav he
do likewise. They had scarcelv obeyed him when ~-ave a nod and, turning- to the scout, said:
a loud report sounded and the coffee-pot, broiling
"Come on, Charlie, let's e:o over and have a
talk with the old fellow. There he is now. Permeat and a cloud of sparks flew into the air.
haps he isn't in a very g-ood humor, but that
won't make any difference."
Leaving- the trader and his man to clean up the
CHAPTER V-Gray Wine: Changes His Mind.
muss that had been caused by Hop's .ioke, the
two quickly left the spot, Hop f(lllowing them.
The cause of the explosion was one of the Tne chief had just started to come over that wav
·
crackers that Hop Wah was famous for ·manu- when he saV{ them approaching-.
"Good morning, Gray Wing!" Young- Wild
facturing-. Not only did the explosion astound
Thomas Mvers and Doc Lemons, but it caused West s:;iid, as he stepped up to him and offered
a great excitement throue:hout the Indian villa.e:e. his hand.
Reluctantly the chief took the 1 hand, and Wild
The Pawnees came rushing- to the spot, actin.e:
verv much as thou.e:h they thoue:ht an earthquake gave it such a hearty squeeze that he caused
had occurred, while Hop's two victims stood back him to wince.
"What the paleface bov want?" Gray Wing- deamong the bushes, whither they had run. and
looked on in a frightened way. Young- Wild West manded, after a short silence.
and Chevenne Charlie could not help laue:hine: at
"I told vou I'd come over and have a talk with
the result ·of Hop's practical joke. They stood you this momin.e:, I believe, and here I am."
"You want to talk about Silver Star?"
near the wae:on and the Chinaman was sittine:
npon the pole that was attached to it, apparently
"Yes, that's the subject. But before we l?O
greatly unconcerned, when a number of the ahead with the pow-wow I want to introduce vou
to a great Chinese medicine man. His name is
Pawnees came rushing to the s1>ot.
"Well, Hop," our hero said, nodding- to the Hop Wah, and what he can do is wo..nderful."
"Gray Wing no like the Chinese," declared the
heathen, "I reckon the old chief will be out pretty
soon now. Th'e report of that cracker was quite old fellow, scowling-, as he g-lanced at Hop.
"Lat too bad, Misler Chief. Me alle'e samee
loud enough to awaken him, I think."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Old Glay Wine:ee likee you vellv muchee," Hop declared, smilingly,
comee pletty soonee. He allee samee thlinkee um "Me wantee makee you lillee plesent, so be."
cannon e:o bane:, maybe."
Then from under his coat he quicklv drew a.
Smokine: embers were lvin.e: all , around, too, half-pint flask that was filled with 'liquor. TJ,e
and it certainly looked as thoue:h a .e:reat disaster moment the eves of the Pawnee lie:hted upon il.1s
the expression of his.. face softened.
had been wroue:ht.
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'Ugh!" he exclaimed. "Fire-water."
Um cigar me ldve um chief allee samee g-ottee
"Lat li.1rht, Misler Chief. Vellv goodee tangle- plenty powdee
in, though."
foot."
.
·
"Don't let him smoke it, then, at least not until
Then, with a low bow, the Chinaman presented after we leave."
him with the flask. Grav Wing, like the g·en.-ral
"Allee li.e·ht, me 1dvee um chief goodee cigar.
run of his race, had an over-fondness for ,.. 0ug·
drink. Back went his head and the liquor gurgled Me te:lee him keepee um other one till some
down his throat until the last drop of it was ·other timee."
"Yes, that will do, I reckon."
gone. Then, with a sigh of relief, he handed the
Then the three waited· patiently until Gray
empty flask back to the Chinaman and said:
Wing was through with his meal. He had eaten
"Fire-water heap much good.
Gray Wing- enou~
· for two or three . ordinary men, and
much obliged."
"Maybe you likee havee lillee smokee, so be?" 11:r-unted as he got upon his feet. As he turned
Hop observed. iri a verv friendly way, and then to the lodge, no doubt for the nurpose of getting
out came a very big cigar, which .was black and the cig-ar. Hop oroduced another. and stepningover to him, said, at the same time bowing in
no doubt very strong.
This completelv won Grav Wing over. His Oriental fashion:
"Misler Chief. me giv.ee you some more cig-ar.
ugly fuce became illuminated, with a smile. and
r so be.
y
OU keepee um one and smokee by and
takin_g- the cigar he walked into his lodge and
bv."
placed it somewhere and then came out.
"Ugh!" and Gray Wing promptly accepted the
"Gray Wing will smoke after he eats."
As if it had just occurred to him that he was cigal', and biting off the end, held it in his mouth.
hungry, he turned around angrily and looked for His squaw knew just what to do, and almost in
his squaw. She stood there close by, her hands a second she was carrying a brand from the fire
him so he might light it. He soon had the
hanging across her breast as if awaiting his to
orders. Near by was a fire, and when she pointed cig·ar going·, and then the squaw gathered un his
and after shakinir the dirt from it placed
to it the chief saw that his breakfast was ready blanket
upon the ground near where our ifriends w re
for him. Ignoring- the visitors entirely. he went it
Gray Wing squatted in Indian fashion,
ovel· and sat down upon a blanket without so sitting.
so he f,,,.~d them, and then puffed awav. waiti.ngmuch as taking· the trouble to wash himself after for
Wi, .. o start the confab. At this juncture
his night's sleep. Wild and Charlie found a com- Jumpini.'''
Horse came up in a sneaking sol't of
fortable spot and sat down, while Hop began way.
prowling- about in the vicinity .of the chief's
"Yo.: .::it out of here," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
quarters. Presently he watched his chll;nce a:1d
ang-rily. "You ain't wanted. You kin come
went inside. Hanging- to peg-s «>ere various bits up,
when vou're told to. Now take a sneak, or I'll
of finery as well as dried snake skil;1s, the skulls make
ver.''
of animals, and string-s of big glass beads_. . H_op
The redskin frowned darkly at him, but as the
looked them over carefully and then noticmg .a
rather gaudv blanket, which must . have been chief did not say a word he turned and walked
·
woxth quite a little money, he took it from the awav, much discomfited, no doubt.
'·Grav Wing, vou are a _great chief of the
peg and had a good look at it.
Pawnees," beJ1:an Wild, for he now thouirht it
"Lat velly nicee, so be. Me likee havee."
time to act, since there was no use in waiting for
He quic;kiy rolled the blanket int~ as small a Hop to go any·
further than he had already gone,
parcel as he could, ·and then thrust 1t throug~ a as the old fellow
was in a pretty good humor. ·
small aperture at the rear of the tent of sk_ms.
"Heap
Having clone this, he went back to the opemng. the r~ply.much big· chief of the Pawnees," came
Seeing that the old chief was stil~ engaged tn
"Yes, I know that. I've heard of you. You ar-e
eating. and that his squaw was ~o?kmg t~e other one of the greatest warriors
the Pawnees ever
way, he stepped outside and .1omed Wild and haJ, and the words you have spoken
have always
Charlie.
been considered of great value."
"What have you been up to, Hop?" Wild asked,
"Ugh! Young Wild West talks with a tong-ue
in a low tone of voice.
that is not crooked.''
"Me no do anvthling, Misler Wil~. Me velly
"Silver Star and Tall Willow are at our camp,
goodee Chinee. Me wantee lookee m um tepee, and we have come here to ask the great chief of
the Pawnees to give his com,ent to their marlat allee."
,
.
"Well I reckon you didn t find much m there riage.''
that wa~ worth looking at, did you?"
"How many horses will Tall Willow g-ive for
~'Me findee vellv nicee blanket, so be. Me Silver Star?" the old rascal asked, after he had
wantee velly muchee."
thought for a few_ seconds.
· . ,
"I reckon you can buy it of the chief if you
"I don't know. I hsven't asked him. But I
want it badly."
think he will be quite willing to make a deal with
you.''
"Maybe he givee me um -!)lan~et, so be.:•
"If Tall Willow g-ive thirty horses. twenty
"Probably, if you do so:methmg f~,r hnn that
blankets and three guns he take Silver Star for
makes· him think well enough of you.
his squaw.''
"Me do somethlip.g- pletty s?onee;''
.
.
"Sounds all ri.e:ht, but I wonder- 1f the Co"All right, go ahead and give him a lit_tle s~rprise. But don't blow. him up, !Jr anythmg like manche bas -g-ot as many horses as all that."
"Well if he thinks enough of the squaw he
that because I want him to be m a good humor
whe~ I talk to him about hi,s daughter and the ouv:ht t~ be able to get them, I suppose," said
Clwriie.
-redskin she wants to marry.'
.
.
.
"Go ahead an' tell him._ Tall Willow will J:t1t
"Allee light, Misler Wild, me no blowee uppee.
0
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the horses all right, if he has to steal 'em. That's
the Indian way of doin' things, you know."
"Chief," Wild said. as he leaned over. "Tall
Willow will give you thirty horses-, twenty blankets and three guns, but vou must let him have
time to go and get them."
The old felldow promptly nodded to show that
he was quite willing to this. Just then u,p came
Jumping Horse again. Squatting down before
the chief, he began to talk excitedly in t'-P ,Pawnee tongue. Wild and Charlie watched · h. ·fi and
saw him counting his fingers, no doubt to show
- what he was willing to give for the hand of Silver
Star. But evidently he could not offer enough. for
Gray . Wing waved his hand and told him to go
aw:J,t, at tl1e same time shaking his head in the
negative. Jumping Horse arose to his feet,
apparently in a great mge. He said something
that the chief did not like, and the old fellow
leaped to his feet and placed a hand upon the
hilt of his knife. Jumping Horse wisely withdrew, and he did so in much of a hurry. Gray
Wing, who had so easily ch·anged his mind, was
now in quite a rage, and he began stalking up
and down, mutt,ering in his own language. Wild
thought it best to get him in a good humor again,
so he nodded to the Chinaman and said: ·
"Now, then, Hop, go •ahead and show him something to amuse him."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the hlancl retort. and Hop was certainlv ready. •
. ,;;

11
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CHAPTER VI-Jumping Horse's Failure.
The trader at the Indian willage did not expect
to do much business so early in the morning,
especially when he saw that the chief had visitors.
But he got his display of trinkets and blankets
in readiness as soon as he had eaten the breakfast which Doc Lemons proceeded to cook immediately after our friends left the spqt. Just
as he was about ready to do business Jumping
Horse appeared at the wagon. It happened that
Jumping Horse had aefomulated quite a little
in the way of horses, blankets and the like, and
also that he had a little cash money.
Still, he knew quite well that he could not come
up to anything that his rival might offer, and
wishing to make one more effort to win her with
a few little things he might obtain from the
trader. At the same time he meant to take with
him half a dozen trusted friends, who would lurk
~ in the bushe~hile he was trying to make the
...-, deal with Sil~er Star. If he failed his intention
was to abduct her and shoot down any one who
opposed him. The rascally redskin came UP to
the trader, shaking a bag of silver in his hand.
and Myers knew right away that there was a
chance for him to make money. He selected a
string of beads and a piece of calico that might
Jiave been large enough to make a dress. Then he
r,icked out a pair of moccasins that he thought
would look well upon the feet of his squaw-to-be.
"How much?" he said.
''How much have you got?" the wily trader
inquired.
The Pawnee emptied the bai:r upon the board
that Myers was usini:r for a counter, and the
latter quickly began counting over.

"Seventeen dollars an' twenty-five cents," he
saislt+a "That ain't hardly enou2h for what vou
1'. :... c. But," and he scratched his head thoughtfully. "seein' it's you I'll lliet the stuff go for
that."
The 0fact was that what he sold the Indian was
barely worth three dollars. But Myers had no
scruples, e.;pecially when he was \lealing with
ignorant redskins. Jumping Horse was entirely
satisfied, and when the articles had been wrapped
for him he turned and went around the .outskirts
of the village. There he met a brave whom he
could trust and he quickly told him what he
wanted him · to do, promising him a young horse
if he would heli:>ed him out. It happened that the
feJlow was worth litj;le or nothing, and he readily
agreed. The result was that he went about,
keeping out of sight · of the chief's lode·e, and
soon came back with eight Indians who were
leading their ponies. Jumping Horse talked to
them and told them how the chief had refused to
let him have Silver Star because · a cowardly
Comanche had offered him more. This was
enough to incense them against the Comanche,
tho~e:h none of them were ready to go back upon
their chief. However, they consented to do the
rascal's bidding, and five minutes later thev all
rode away fro~ the village, unknown to the
chief or those near him.
Straight for the camp of our friends, where
Jumping Horse knew he would be sure to· find
Silver Star. they made their way. The further
they rode the more they became convinced that
Tall Willow should be wiped out, even though it
brought on a war between the two tribes. Occasionally Jumping Horse would look behind. for
· he feared that You?lg Wild West might at an:;
moment appear. He was anxious to get ther~
before this should happen, and to settle . matters
quickly. Adhering to his original determination,
he continued on, and when the party was within
probably three hundred yards of the camp in the
little glen at the side of the creek he called a
halt.
Then he instructed his followers to ride slowly
forward, their horses at a walk, until he told
them to stop and wait. This they did, and the
-result was that thev were as close to the camo
as three hundred feet when the rascally brave
left them and rode deliberately clown the slope
and appeared before the can\p. Arietta was the
first to sight the Indian, and she called out in a
low tone to Jim Dart, · who was stanclinz by a
rock a short distance · away. rifle in hand. As
Jim came toward her he saw who it was approacli.ing, and he wondered what was up. But
the boy possessed more than an ordinary coolness.
The Indian rode forward -.boldly and did not come
to a halt until he was within a few feet of the
camp. . Then he nodded to Jim and, holdinJ? out
his hand, said:
"How?"
"That's all right. redskin," Dart retorted. coldly. "I am not in the humor to shake hands with
you after what nappened last night. Be quick
about. it, and let us know what your business is."
"Jumping Horse come to see Silver Star."
"I thought Young- Wild West told you last
night that Tall Willow was to have Silver Star
for his squaw," Jim said, quietly; as he watched
the redskin ke@nly.
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"Jump_ing- Horse has broug-ht something- for
Dart had to take the place of Young Wild
Silver Star," and then the rascally Pawnee West
now, and he promptly called out for the
showed the bundle he carried with him on the P."irls to
remain cool, and if they had to fire they
• horse.
shoot to kill. But, at has been said. the
He dismounted w•hout being told to do so, could
and quickly unwrapping- what he had, • walked rascally Pawnees Jumping Horse had bro.ught
him had worked themselves up to such a
deliberately past Jim an<l Arietta and wushed with
pitch that they were quite ready to slaughter
before the squaw, who happened at that moment the·
palefaces, and they galloped straight up to
to be standing· near Eloise and Anna.
camp, shooting as they came. Jim had his
Tall · Willow had gone down along- the banks the
rifle ready, and taking a quick aim, he pulled
of the creek shortly before that, and probablv it the trigger.
was iust as well that he had, for surely he would
Crang! As the report rang out. the foremost
not have tolerated the presence of his rival very Indian
long without opening up hostilities. Jumping- horse, threw up his arms and fell from his
while the animal turned and went gallopHorse showecl what he had broug-hl for the Paw- in_g- down
the bank of the creek. Yelling like so
nee maiden, but she shook her head and turned many
fiends the others reined in their horse'$, :nd
away. Nothing daunted, he spread the necklace as they
wide in his · hands, and stepping forward, at- Crang! turned to ride away, opened fire again.
It was Arietta who fired this time, and
tempted to put jt over her- head. Then she struck down went
another.
it from him and sent it to the ground, · at the
Tall Willow had only a revolver, but they were
same time giving· vent to an exclamatio n of disso close that he opened fire upon them and had
gust.
the satisfaction of dropping one of the Pawnees
"Go away and leave her alone," Arietta com- and also unhorsing
The latter promptly
manded, as· ~he stepped forward, revolver in hand, sprang ·into the creekone..
"If you don't fook out you are apt to get shot." the bushes and rocks and ran for the shelter of
at the other side. Only
But the Indian paid no attention to her, and be- two more shots
fired bv the attacking party,
coming desperate he strove to seize the girl, no and Jim -felt it were
bis
to drop another, which
doubt intending to carry her to his horse and ride h~ promptly did. duty
The test then turned and
away. But Arietta quickly thrust the muzzle of ' fled, thoul?"h shoutin_gMeanwhile,
the revolver under his nose and then deliberately JqmpinJ? Horse had been defiance.
disarmed by Arietta,
gave him a push that sent him bacl< a step.
and he sat upon a stone, while Anna and Eloise •
"Leave instantly or I'll shoot you dead in your covered him with their
rifles.
it was all
tracks!" she exclaimed, and the flash in her blue over Dart turrled to the redskinWhen
and said:
eyes told plainly that she meant just what she·
"Now, then, I am going to tie you up, you
said. Then realizing that he stood no chance of rascal,
and keep you here until Young Wild West
iraini.ng- his bride in that fashion, the villainous returns.
Then we'll see what's to be done with
Pawnee turned, and walked slowly to his horse. you.
I suppose the~ will be a lot of trouble
But before he 1·eached the animal he gave vent ' to come
from this, but you have brought it on
to a yell which echoed far and near. The call
and you will have· to take the consewas answered instantly b:11 the war-crv of the yo1.4rself
quences. If the Pawnees make up their minds
Pawnees, and then Jim Dart knew just what they to
try and cl~an us out they'll get it good and
must expect.
strong, for don't you think for an instant that
Jumping- Horse turned and tried to level a re- we are afraid of the whole bunch ef them."
volver at the boy, but before he could do so
'·Me fight Jumping Horse," spoke up Tail WilArietta's revolver cracked, and the weapon fell to low, as he stepped forward, knife in hand.
the ground, while the redskin gave vent to a
"Not now," retorted J~. raising his hand and
sharp cry. Again the war-cry of the Pawp.ees motioning him back. "Arietta, just get a rope
sounded, and th.en it was answered from further and come here and fix this fellow so he won't
down the cniek my the familiar shout of the Co- have a chance to escape."
manches when they were on the warpath. Tall Wil'I'he girl responded quickly, and knowinJ? her
low was coming. Jim Dart was alive to the sit- bmdness full well, she was not long in bindinJ?
uation, however, and springing forward he caught him securely, after which she took two extra
· the redskin by the throat, as the same time push- turns about his bodv: and a tree which was coninir his gun close to his ear.
ver.ientlv close at hand. leaving him in a standing
"You come here!" he exclaimed, and then he position but utterly helpless. Tall Willow was
half drag-ged the scoundrel back · behind some very angry, and he proceeded to Wl in his · own ...._
1·ocks.
·
language what he thought of the scoundrel who
A1·ietta now picked up her Remington rifle and had tried to take his prospective bride :from him.
advised Anna and Eloise to do the same, which But presently he cooled down a little and, turning to Dart, said:
thev promptly did.
·
"Get behind the rocks," she said, for she was
"The Pawnees will come to· kill and scalp you
now. Grav Wing is a vel'y bad chief. If a paleQuite cool.
· Tall Willow came- running up at that moment, face shoots a Pawuee he makes wai·. Me go to
and as he did so the rascallv gang Jumping Horse my people and get help. You will take care of
had brought with him from the Indian village Silver Star."
•
came galloping down the hill. They must have
"All right, Tall Willow," Jim answered, quickly.
recoJ2:nized the Comanche, for ~wo shots were for he thought it would be a good idea if he did
fired. But both missed, and the brave leaped _g-o for help since he knew there must be quite
forward and was soon at the side of Jim, who was a large for~e of the Pawnees located at the vilstanclinJ? close to a big rock behind which he lage.
The Comanche shot a look at his sweetheart ,
might dodge if it became necessary: ·
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- which no doubt meant that he was J?oin11: to do
or die, and then, without another word, he left
the camp and quickly caught one of the horses
that had been ridden by the attackin.e: party.
Mountin.e:, he rode away at a .e:11,llop, thus leavin_g- Jim alone with the girls a nd the Chinaman
and the prisoner.
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snakee eg11.·. Me make hatch(;!e· velly muchee
quickee. You watchee."
·
Then he pulled aside a corner of the blanket
t~e old fellow was sitting upon and began dig-p;mg a small hole ill, the _ground. Having done
this,_ he again held the egg up so every one could
see it, and . called out:
"Evelybody watchee.
Me makee um eggha~chee veJJy muchee Quickee. Me velly smartee
CHAPTER VII.-Hop Creates a Great Sensation Chmee. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velJy
In the Pawnee Village.
muchee smartee, and me allee samee likee my
uncle. Me 11.·leat magician."
·
Ignorant of the fact that Jumping- Horse had
Then he placed the egg ~entlv ·into the little
formed a party and had started for the camp hollow he had made in the sand and picking up
to ,get possession of Silver Star,. Young- Wild the_ handkerchief, which he had allowed to reWest and Cheyenne Charlie sat on the ground mam upon the_ ground near him, he placed it
· near Gray Wing-'s lodge and watched as he was carefully over 1t. Then he arose to his feet and
making his preparations to mystify and frighten bade the chief to do likewise. Gray Wing- did
the old chief. There was no more business to not see_m g;reatly impressed with what he had
be done after selling the few articles to Jumping seei: this far, though he seemed to have a kindly
Horse·, so Thomas Myers and Doc Lemons, . his feeling toward tJ1e Chinaman foi1 having o-iven
a5sistant, strolled over that way and were .1ust him such a good ci11.·ar.
~.
in time to see Hop flaunting a big, yellow silk
He was puffin11.· awav upon it at that moment
handkerchief before the chief and gazing skvward and he took it from his mouth and ·held it be~
at the same time.
.
tween his fin11.·ers, the same as he
seen the
"What's goin•' on here?" Myers asked, lookmg_ palefaces do, and then did as Hop had
directed him.
at Wild in surprise.
The clever Chinee began making
"Sit down and you'll see," was the reply .. "The Passes over the handkerchief, graduallymysterious
straightChinaman is a 11:reat medicine man, and he is go- ening himself up and lifting his hands hi2:her as
ing-. to do a little sleig-ht-of-hand work for the he did so. Presentlv he raised them above his
benefit of Gray Wing."
head and called out something that no one could
"Sleight-of-hand feller, eh? ·He don't look it. understand. Then he suddenly clapped them toI wop.der if h~ could have had _anythinf,' to d~ gether and touching the chief on the shoulder
with blbwin' up our breakfast a little while ago.
said:
/
•
"Quit e likel y," and our hero latlghecl.
.
"You
takee
uppee
um
handkel'chief
and
you
see
"Blamed if I don't think he •did ?" Doc exclaim- lat um e11.·gee allee samee hatchee."
·
ed. "Come to think of. it, he was -mighty clo_se
Gray Wing gave a .grunt and stooped and took
to the fire iest afore it happened. Maybe he put hold
of t~e handkerchief. Slowly he lifted it,
powder in the fire, Tom."
and _then
was that he R,:ave a violent start and
•
"Well ne'ver mind. It's all riJ!.'ht if he did. I let it drop1t to
the 11.·round. In a little hole Hop
s'pose if we find out that he was the cause of it · had du11.· with his
hands lay what appearetl to be
he'll be willin' ··o pay for the damage he clone."
a live rattler, coiled and ready to spring. The
"I'll settle· for the damage, whether you find chief hacf no liking for
nor did the
out he did it or not," ·Wild answered, quickly. • trader and · his man. rattlesnakes,
three jumped back
"But sit down. Don't interrupt the performance. quic-kly enough, while theAll
I see there are quite a number of the Pawnees uttered cries of alarm. redskins standing about
who am interested. That yellow handkerchief
"Um eggee aqee samee hatchee, Misler Chief,"
is drawing them from all parts of the village."
Hop said. somewhat proudly.
"Velly nic-ee
This was true enough.
Not only were the braves and bucks coming· snakee, so be. Me likee um lattlesnake."
Then he reached down and, seizing the snake
toward the scene, but t he squaws and papooses
as well. The flaunting of the vellow handkerchief back of the neck, lifted it about his head, while
and the queer motions of the Chinaman were quite it v:rrithed and a his,sin.e: sound could be heard.
But the hissing s ound came from the lips of
enough to draw them. They g·athered around and Hop,
though no one but Wild and Charlie knew
soon a silence came over the scene. Hop kept it.
The writhing was caused by the fact that
muttering in Chirlese and making all sorts of
queer motions, mostly toward the sky. Suddenly he moved his hand cqntinually ·and that the snake
·nothin11.· more than a rubber imitation, painthe took a step closer to the old chief, and then was
held out an eg.e: for him to examine. Just how ed to represent the real thing·.
"Heap much medicine man," grunted the chief,
the heathen managed to carry such a thing· about
with him without breakin_g it cannot be said, but as he shook his head. "Chinee kill snake."
"Me no killee, Misler Chief," was the bland
probably he may have had a PQcket just adapted
for the purpose. Anyhow, he had an ordinary retort. "Me makee 11"0 back in um eggee, so be.
hen's eg-g, which he must have taken from the Me velly smartee Chinee."
' supplies at the camp before leaving it.
Then he cdiled the snake in the hole again
"Ugh.!" exclaimed Gray Wing, as ,he looked at an(! quickly threw the handkerchief over it. After
it. "Me like eggs."
going throu11.·h a similar performance as when
"Allee ·li.e:ht, Misler Chief.Lis um snakee eg2:." he ·had· performed the trick, he nodded for the
"No," and Grav Wing shook his head ai, though chief to lift the handkerchief again.
he was certain it was not.
But this time Grav Wing- declined. Ho·p looked
"You makee lillee mistakee, so be. ,.,is um around, and seein2: that Doc Lemons o.1>11r.ared to
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be 11.'reatly interested, he called to him to take up
"Me stav with um two Melican men, so be. Me
the handkerchief.
likee lem velly muchee."
"Not much," was the reply. "You're a maWild and Charlie were quite willing to let him
rician, all rig-ht, but that snake ain't g-oin' to
g-it verv close to me, nor I ain't goin' to git very remain there, for they did not fear that there
close to it•, either, an' you kin bet on that. Go would be trouble right away, so after informingahead an' pick . up €he handkerchief yourself, the chief that everything· would be all right and
that the Comanche would furnish him with the
heathen."
.
number of horses, blankets and g-uns, he
"Allee light," and smilingly the clever Chinee required
mounted his horse, the scout following· his exlifted the handkerchief.
The snake was gone, and in its place was the ample. Then the two rode away from the village,
straight for the camp. Hoo knew it
egg, just exactly as it had appeared before he headingnot be wise to play upon the fears of the
had started to perform the trick. The Chinaman would
coolly took up the egg, and after weighing it in old chief any longer, so he decided to do something· that would be pleasing· to him rather than
his hand tendered it to Gray Wing, at the same to
frighten him.
time saying:
,
After assuring his hearers that he would do
"Misler Chief, you likee um eg·g. You eatee.'
But the old fellow quickly declined to do so, something- that would surprise them, he produced
motioning the Chinaman to keep away from him. a vegetable seed, which was rather small, and
"Allee lig·ht," Hoo said, smilingly. "Me ea tee invited every one to inspect it. Some of the
Indians refused to do this, but those who did '
um eggee.''
.
.
Then he cracked it with the handle of lus knife nodded and kept passing it around. Mye1;s and
and coolly let the contents $1.'0 down his throat. Dick looked at it, too, and the latter said : ·
"That ain't nothin' more than a g-rain of rye,
This act ·on the part of the Chinaman had the
effect of making· the chie:I' draw back a steo or if I know anything- about it."
"You makee lillee mistakee," the Chinaman de1;wo further. /l'o him the oer.formance was a
marvelous one, for he had been watching intentlv clared, smiling-ly. "Lat allee samee um flower
every move Hoo made. He did not know .that seed. Me makee nicee flower g-low in vellv ouickee
a sleig·ht-of-hand performer's hands are qmcker timee. Me showee you somethling- you never see,
thar. a person's eyes, and hence he took it_ ~or so be.''
"I know what he's g-oin' to do," the trade1; degranted that the Chinaman was a great med1cme
man . and that he had really caused the egg _to clared. "I seen a feller plant a seed in a flowerhatch a rattlesnake and , then g·o back to its pot once an' it wasn't long- afore a bush g·fow
up with a fine rose on it. It was when I was
natural form again.
"A mightv fine trick," declared Thomas Myers, down in New Orleans, an' I believs they c!!,lled tlre
nodding his head to our hero approvingly. "Th~t feller a Hindu. He was about the greate.st I
feller would be 'worth a lot of money to me if ever seen in the wav of a magician. but I'll adI could git him to go around instead of the lazy mit that this heathen is a outty good one, too."
man I've g-ot.''
"Me vellv smartee Chinee,'! Hop declared.
,,
"Go ahead an' hire him, if you want to, snaJ?Then he chose the small hollow he had dug- when
ped Doc Lemons, quiclcly. "I'm ready to quit .h e formed the snake and egg- tricw. and once
more assuring- his audience that they would have
right now."
.
.
. ,
"Ain't done no busmess yet this mqrmn. I nothing- to fear, he planted the seed, covering it
over carefully.
s'oose ?" the scout asked Myers.
·
•
"Oh yes. I sold one of 'em some beads an'
"Me makee 12.'low velly muchee quickee," he
fa11cy 'stuff. I reckon he's goin' to give it to • said. and then out came the old reliable silk
his squaw. He's the one tney call Jumpin'. Ho~~e, handkerchief.
,I believe. I heard him called that last mght.
He flaunted it before them so they mig·ht see
Wild and Charlie became interested rig-ht away.
-it' contained nothing·, and then it was d_r-opIf Jumping Horse had been purchasing s_ome that
oed back close to his person, when the little
finer-v probably his intention was to present it to trick
performed utiknown to them, for from
Silver Star in the hope of winning her from under was
the loose-fitting- blouse he took somethingTall Willow. If he did that he certainly would and,
under cover of the handkerchief, placed it
have to go to the camp.
.
on the spot whe_re the seed had been planted.
"Gray Wing," the young deadsbot said, tur,ning- This time Hop was very careful about arrang-to the old chief, "where is Jumpl'ng Horse?
ing- the handkerchief. It being- silk, it was not:
'"He go away mad," was the reply. "He w:1nt difficult for him to make it stand up in the form
Silver Star for his squaw, but he no have. When of a pyramid.
Tall Willow bring-s the horses, blankets and guns
He spent over a minute in doing- this. and once
he can have Silver Star.''
he had it .iust the way he wanted it he arose
"Charlie," said our hero, nodding to the sc_out, to his feet and then bee-an making his mysterious
"l reckon we may as well go back. We mi~ht passes and mutterings. Hop kept it up for a
be needed. It looks. to me as though Jumpmg- · couple of minutes, and then shutting- his eyes,
he turned his face _toward the sky and clapped
Horse is up ..to mischief again.''
,
"It sartinly· does, Wild," was the 1·ep}y. "I his hands. It happened that Grav Wing's squaw
was standing- so he could see her, and with a
rerkon we had better go.''
.
. ?"
~ ou·~antee me go, too, M1sler Wild .
Hop pleasant smile he started toward her. Taking
he1· by the arm, he half-dragged her to the front.
asked.
.
' "You can s'.."lY here if vou 1i.k e; ,, was __th' e re- at the same time saying:
"Me makee nicee flower for you, so be. You
ply "But see to it that you don t get mto :1ny
trouble. Look out how you play your tricks vell v nicee ledskin lady. Me like you vellv
muchee. You gottee nicee husband, too. Glav
on these peoole.''
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Wing allee samee g·leat chief. Dlinkee heap
• much fire-water. Hool " y!"
This caused the trader an<'! his man to laugh
heartily, and the Paw:1ees standing- about looked
at them in surprise, for they couid not see the
least thine· to cause merriment. The squaw was
badlv frightened.
"Misler Chief." Hon said. coaxing·Jy, "lis your
wife. so be. Me wantee her to havee nicee
flower to puttee in her hair. She takee uppee
um handkelchief and evelybody findee lat um seed
glow and um nicee flower Jere."
"Ugh!" vrunted Grav Wing, and then he pushed the squaw forward and said something to her-,
sh,rrply. in his own -tongue.
The result was that she reluctantly stooped
over and lifted the handkerchief. Hop had not
told an untruth, for apparentlv growing from the
ground was a small bush about six inches in
height, and at the top of it was a beautiful pink
1·ose. A sweet perfume came from it, too, and
those standing near g·ot a whiff of it.
"Hip hi!" exclaimed the Chinaman, clapping his
hand as though he was delighted at his success
in causing the seed to sprout and g-row so ouicklv.
Then he broke the r-ose from the bush and,
bowing low to the squaw, tendered it to her.
Her face had lighted with surprise and delight
now, and she took it from him without any hesitation.
'·Ugh!" e.."claimed Grav Wing, looking rather
pleased. "Chinee heap much medicine man. Me
make him a present."
"Allee lig·ht, Misler Chief," the Chinaman answered, glibly. "Me likee havee nicee Iilanket,
to be."
"Gray Wing will g·ive the Chinee the best
blanket he has."
Then, without saving another word, the old
chief stalked into his lodge. He was in there for
fullv five minutes, and then came out, looking
1·ather concerned. It happened that the very
blanket he wanted to make the Chinaman a present of had been taken by Hop and was now lying
in a roll back of the tepee. Hop felt a little
ashamed of himself for having done this, since
the chief was so willing to irive it to hi1?, but
he quicklv thought of a pla1: to get over it ..
"You wantee g·ivee me mcee blanket, Mrnler
Chie.f?" he asked.
Gray Wing nodded, but looked rather nwstified.
"Me no find the blanket," he dec'\'ai·ed.
"Allee light, me findee vellv mu-chee quickee.
Evelybody watchee."
Then lie took from somewhere on his person a
piece of fireworks of his ow!1 making, and rn1;ning to the nearest fire he' lighted the end of 1t
and started to run about in a circle. Suddenly
there was a s}'iarp hiss and sparks and a dense
smoke shot from his hand. . H;op i:an around a
few times, scattering- the re1skms r1g~t ~nd left.
Finallv he made a dive behmd the chiefs lodge.
Pickino- up the blanket, he came around at the
other ;ide, concealing his movements partly by
the smoke and sparks.
~
1
As soon as his fireworks died out he stepped
over to the chief and 1>resented him with the
bla~ket. This was as much of a mystery as a~vthinl1' he had performed, and when Gray Wmg_
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•
blanket

took the
and unfolded it he shook his
head and , turning his face skyward, exclaimed:
'·The Ch:nee medicine mari heao much great.
Grav Wi11g, will never fight the palefaces again."
This 1,; as said so solemnly that some of the.
redskins near hi11 bowed their heads and sta1·ted
uo a chant, which meant that thev were in full
accord with their chief on this point. But after
a little talk among themselves tl\e crowd came
forv,ard, anti then, one after the other, bowed to
the Chinaman as they passed him. When this
was over with, G:i:ay Wing handed him · the blanket and assured him that he was more than
welccme to it and hoped that he would never
brini;- harm upon the Pawnees. Hop assured him
tha;; he certainlY would not, and then he turned
hi s attention to the trader and Doc Lemons.
"Me likee buy somethling· flam um wagon," he
said.
Always ready to make a sale, M~iers promptly
invited him to go to the little camp.

CHAPTER VIII.-Waitin g For An Attack:
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had
b~rely ridden half the distance to the camo when
the-,, saw two Indians riding along at full speed
toward them.
'·We must stop these fellows, Charlie," the
young deadshot said,. coolly, for even thou.1th he
1. th·ought · there might have been trouble at tha
camr, he was not in the least disturbed at that
moment.
"I reckon so, Wild," the scout answered, smil •
ing g~ · ,]y. "It ain't gain' to take long to do it,
eithe,.
He raised his rifle as thoug·h he meant to take
a shot, but the boy quickly checked him.
.
The two braves were all that were left of the
six who had accompanied Jumping Horse fo attack the camp, and when thev saw Young Wild
West and one ofnis partners riding toward them
they turned quickly to the right and made an
effort to escape. They WElre p1·obably a couple
of hundred yards distant at the time, and no
doubt thought thev would succeed. Our hero
spoke sharply to his sorrel staly.on, and away he
went to cut them off. Charlie's horse was not
nea1ly as fast as Spitfire, but he kept · along
pretty close, however. In less than two minutes
the v had gained so much upon the two Pawnees
that the latter concluded it would be better to
permit themselves to be overtaken.
"Come her_e. redskins," Wild called out, when
he saw them slackening their speed- and turningslightly a11·ound. "I reckon we want to. talk to
you."
Seeing that no real harm was intended them,
the two turned completely and then headed
straight back to meet our two friends, who had
now brought their horses to a halt. Not until
they came to a halt within a few feet of them did
Young Wild West · pull a gun. Then 1eveling it
at one of them he said, sharply:
"Where have vou been, redskins?"
"We iro to hunt the deer," was the 1•eply.
"Don't lie, now," and the young deadshot's
·e,,-es flashed dangerously. "Tell the truth, or I'll
shoot you. You left the village with J umpi111e
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Horse something like an hour ago. There were of mind. The squaw's eyes lighted up with a
six of you, and you went to our camp to get sudden joy, and dropping upon her knees before
Silver Star."
him, she exclaimed:
There was no reply to this, but both the bucks
"Young Wild West heap much brave boy. He~
hung thei-r heads.
make Gray Wing understand what is right. Sil"Speak out," cried Wild, urging his horse a ver Star, never forget Young Wild West for it."
little closer to them and making a threating move
"That's all right, Silver Star. Don't say anywith a revolver.
thing more about it. Your father seemed quite
"Yes, open your mouth mighty quick an' tell willing to let Tall Willow have you when he found
the truth, or you'll drop to the ground in a .iiffy," he was to have thirty horses, twenty blankets
Cheyenne Charlie added, as he pointed his re- and three guns. Tall Willow will bring them to
volver at the other.
him and then there will be no more trouble."
"Young Wild West say what is right," came
The Pawnee maiden arose to her feet and
from the one Charlie had covered suddenly. bowed to him.
"Jumping Horse want to get Silver Star for his
But the forenoon wore on and noon came, and
squaw. and we go with him. Palefaces make still there were no signs of the Chinaman. The
heap much fight. Four Pawnees get shot and noonday meal was cooked and eaten, and then
Jumping Horse get caught."
the afternoon began to pass tediously. About the
The bov then proceeded to question the two middle of it Cheyenne Gharlie, who happened tci
redskins, and got quite enough information to be at the lookout, suddenly called out:
satisfy him that the story one of them had told
"Here comes the heathen, an' he's got the
was correct. But he did not mean to keep them trader an' his man with him. They've got four
mules hitched to that big wagon, an' they're comprisoners.
"You go on and tell Gray Wing what you did. in' along jest as though thev expected to find a
Be sure and tell him the truth about it, too. If place where they could do some business. Everyyou don't you'll be shot the first time we meet thing is all right, Wild. Hop is comin', an' it
makes me feel a whole lot better."
you again."
Heartily glad to get off so easily, the two InWild and Jim climbed up to have a look, thoug-h
diam; rode away, and then Wild and Charlie has- they did not doubt the scout's words in the least.
tened on and finallv reached the camp. When When they saw the wagon coming and then
they had verified the truth of the statement the Hop come riding up, an expression that might be
redskin had made they all became decidedly un- called one of triumph showing upon his yellow
face, it was easy for our friends to see that
easy.
"Boys," the y,.oung- dead&hot said, nodding to the Chinaman had been drinking more liquor
his two partners, "I reckon the best thing we than was good for him. The fact was that Hop
can do is to find a better place to pitch our camp. had succeeded in getting all the tang-lefoot he
We want to be fixed so we can stand a siege. wanted from the trader, and it had not cost him a
There is no telling- what will come out of this. great deal to do it, either, since he had manag-ed
I am very sorry now that Hop didn't come with to work his sleight-of-hand upon him. He was
very happy now, and waving- his hat, he called
us."
The result was that a few minutes later the out:
"Evelythling velly muchee lovely. Me allee
tents were being taken down and the pack-horses
loaded so they might g-et upon the· side of the sarnee velly smartee Chinee. Hip hi, hoolav!"
"You had better go an' take a sleep right away,
hill, which loomed up less than a hundred yards
away. The girls assisted in the work. and soon heathen," Cheyenne 1 Charlie exclaimed, making
they we;:e on their way. Charlie had noticed that out that he was very angry. "A drunken heathen
a s·mall stream of water trickled down the side ain't got po place around here, unless he's asleep.
of the hill, and it was near this that they were You hear what I say?"
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and the Chinanow heading. The hill was so steep that it
was quite difficult to get the pack-hors es to the man was not long in descending and taking care
top. But they finally did so, and then, sure of his horse.
Meanwhile, our hero had questioned the trader
enough, thev found just the place they wanted,
for it was shielded by a perpendicular wall of a s to what had made him leave the Indian village
rock at the back and by loose rocks and boulders so quickly. The reply was that he had done all
at either end. No one could shoot at them with the business he thought he would be able to do,
any effect from below for by crouchi;nir back •and had accepted the invitation of Hop to come
close to the cliff they would be out of sight.
,, over and stop until the next dav at their camp.
"I reckon you did a very wise thing, Mr. My"We may a s well put up the tents, I reckon,
our hero said. in his cool and easy way. "There ers," Wild said, shaking his head as though he
is no telling- jµst how long we'll have to stay feared there was going to be something serious
here. It will take· Tall Willow at least a day ~o to happen. "The first thing we know there will
g-et back here. When he comes I suppose h;, will be a big fight on between the Pawnees and Comanches. Then, again, the chances are that some
have a big force of Comanches at his back.
'Silver Star had been helping- them, ancf she lis- of the Pawnees at least will feel like taking -0ur
tened to everything- that was said, especially the scalps. That is why we changed the oosition of
w<>rds of our hero, whom she seemed to regard our camp and came up here...among the rocks."
"Pshaw! You don't mean to tell me that anyas a verv superior being, indeed. As yet she
had not learned how Wild had made out with thing like that is goin' to happen, do yer?" the
.
her father, and it was not until the camp was trader asked, uneasily.
"I can't say that it will happen, but it might.
in good shape that the boy thou,g-ht about it.
That's why I think it is a good .thing to camp
. 'l'h<>TI h,:, nnicklv told her of Grav Wing's chan2:e
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over here. If Grav Wing was to change his mind
about makinJ(' war upon the palefaces again he
probably might have seen to it that the scalps
of you and your man were taken at the start."
"I don't want my hair lifted," spoke up ·Doc
Lemons, turning sliJ!'htlv pale, as he felt of his
thick growth of hair. "I've got plenty of it, but
I can't spare an\' for a redskin, not jest yet, anyhow."
"Well, you just keep cool and do a little fightinJ!' if it comes to the point, and I reckon you will
keer, your hair all right."
"I ain't much of a fighter, an' I can't shoot very
straight, but I'll do the best I kin, Young Wild
West."
"That's all any one can do. But above all
things, keep your head. Don't get excited, and
don't fire a shot unless you're told to;"
Both men promised to obey the words of the
- young deadshot strictly, and then thev lost no
time in getting their wagon to a sheltered position, after which they sat do.wn with the rest to
wait and see what would happen. The afternoon
passed and just before sunset supper was cooked
and eaten.
Wild' knew that Tall Willow had been gone
Quite lonJ(' enough to get back if he had succeeded
in raisinJ(' a force to accompany him. It would
be dark in less than an hour now, and he hoped
the Comanche would arrive while it was vet light.
He went to the top of the big rock to look for
him, and then it was that he saw a force of probably fifty redskins approaching. Onlv a dozen
or so were on horseback, and headinJ!' them was
Gray Wing, the old chief, clad in his war-like
attire and his face and breast covered with warpaint.
"Get ready for business down there!" he called
out, as he quickly made the descent. "Th_e Pawnees are after us and they have got their warpaint on. I reckon old Gray Wing has changed
his mind again, and he is now after our scalps."

CHAPTER IX.-Young Wild West's Desperate
Charge.
It is quite easy for an Indian to change his
mind. Old Gray Wing, after having assu1·ed
YounJ(' Wild West that he would never make war
on the palefaces again, had decided just to the
contrary when the two braves who had survived
the attack upon the camp of our friends rode
into the village and told how the palefaces had
wiped them out and taken Jumping Horse a prisoner.
Of course, they did not tell just as it happened. Their storv was that after, Jumping
Horse had urged Silver Star to accept his gifts
and leave the camp with him he had been seized
and disarmed. Then the palefaces had opened
fire on the others, who were sitting on their
horses close by.
But the old chief still had some fear of the
Indian agent and the soldiers who were stationed
near enough to get to the olace in a dav or two,
and he bided his time, though he called a council
of war and talked it over with several of the
braves he selected for the purpose.
He permitted the trader and his man to leave,
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and when Hop Wah decided to go with them he
made no objections, for he regarded the Chinaman as being a great medicine man and would
not have tried to prevent him leaving for anything. But as ti\e afternoon wore on and he
found the members of his council were growing
restless, he decided to attack the camp and destrov ·Young Wild West and his partners, even
though they made heaps of trouble for them
afterward.
When it spread through the village that the
best of the fighting braves were to go and get
revenge upon those who had killed four of their
number there was a great rejoicing, and nearly
every male in the place proceeded to daub on
his war-paint. Gray Wing· was a fighter to the
core, and he announced that he would lead in the
fo!'ht himself., They had set out finally, with
the ~Id chief attired in all !\is gaudy trappings,
and it was not long before they neared the spot
where they supposed the camp of Young Wild
West was still located.
Meanwhile, our hero and the rest at the camp
were on the watch for the redskins, since they
had seen them coming.
It was not long before they saw them ride ·on
down the hill to the creek, and Cheyenne Charlie
laughed as he thought of how they would be
fooled.
"B~t they'll find where we are Quick enough,
Charlie," was the reply. "But that's all right.
I reckon they'll g·et into a pretty bad fix when
they get below us in that little hollow. If they
attack to charge us up the hill the best thing
we can do is to clean them up Quickly. I am
sorry, though, for the whole thing 1s unwarranted. If this fellow," pohrting to the prisoner.
who sat upon the ground, his arms bound to his
sides. "had behaved himself everything would
have been settled all right."
"Perhaps you can settle it vet, Wild," said Arietta. "Suppose you let tlie redskln-- go an<l sen<l
a message with him to the chief."
"We might try 1t, Et," the voung deadshot said.
nodding- his head at the suggestion. "I reckon
we will, too."
Then, knife in hand, he stepped over to the
Pawnee.. and quickly severed his bonds.
"Get upon your feet, Jumping Horse," he said.
sternly. "I am going to let you go. You tell
Grav Wing that your crowd started the shooting
first and that those at the camp had to defend
themselves. Tell him that if he attacks us he will
get the worst of it, and then the soldiers will
soon get him and he will be eitlier hang-ed or
put in prison for the rest of his life."
"Ugh!" answered Jumping Horse, who wa, de,
lighted at the prospect of getting away. "Young
Wild West heap much brave. Me tell Gray Wing."
Then, without waiting to be told to do so, he
Qukkly left the spot and went on down the ;, ,eeo
hill.
'·Et," our hero said, nodding to his sweethea1·t.
"I hardly think he will tell the old chief what I
said to him. But it is all right. We have done
our best. Anyhow, we don't want that fellow
here any longer. If thev make an attack on us
and he comes with them I'll see that he drops in
a hurry. There is going· to be a scrimmage, I
feel certain, and as they outnumber us they mhrht
bs able to hold us here a long time. But rile
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chances are that Tall Willow will be along with pened. As ' the chief came galloping up the hill
some of the Pawnees presently. I almost hope Wild leaped fr·om behind the rocks and leveled
.. e doesn't come very soon, for it will be the his revolver.
Crnck ! Up reared the hol'se, and then, with its
means of precipitatinp · a war between the two
rider, went tumbling down upon the yelling redaibes."
"It certainly isn't our fault, anvhow, Wild," skins. It was almost a clean sweep. The Pawnees
were· bowled over like so many ten-pins, and they
Arietta answered, shaking her g_olden head.
"Yes, it is to a certain extent. If I had not went rolling to the foot of the descent in a coninterfered when the chief was beating his daugh-, fused mass. Wild saw the result of his shot, and
ter with a heavy whip I suppose everything would it occuned to him instantly that now was the
have been all right now."
time to make the venture complete.
"Yes, and Tall Willow mi<rht have been killed,"
"Come, boys," he shouted, "we'll charge them !
Jim Dart spoke up.
We have got them into the hollow and I reckon
"And Silver Star would have been forced to wed we may as well settle the business right now."
a man she detested," Arietta added. "No, Wild,"
"Whoopee! whoopee!
W.ow-! wow! wow!"
and she shook her head decidedly. "I can't see ~ yelled Cheyenne Charlie, and .then he started after
where we have done anything wrong, any of us. the young deadshot, who fearlessly ran down the
I am not afraid that they will reach us here and hill. · Jim was right there, too, a revolver in either
rret the best of it, even though there are half a hand.
hundred of them, as you say. You must . do
"Surrender, redskins!" Young Wild West
vour best to keep them off and not kill them · shouted.
unless there is no other way."
Crack! One of them fired and . the bullet nar"All right. little girl," and the young deadshot. rowly missed his head. Then Ch:,yenne Charlie
:revc,lver in hand, now took up his station be11.ind began shooting for all he was worth, and Jim
a rock that overlooked the only way the redskins Dart joined . in. The revolvers cracked so rapidly
could possibly reach them.
that it seemed as if a pack of crackers had been
It was not ·long before the war-cry of the Paw- suddenly set off. But few of the Pawnees had
nees sounded below them. · Jumping Horse had got upon their feet, and those who did quickly
reached them and he had delivered soine sort of furew up their arms and shouted · f9r quarter.
message to the chief. But it was easy to guess
The tables had been turned upon them comthat Gray Wing was more determined than ever pletely.
Young Wild West had made a desperate
to kill and scalp them. The yells followed each charge upon them, and the victory
was surely his.
other in quick succession, and presently the
For three to accomplish so much it seemed wonsounds of galloping hoofs were heard.
derful. But it was not over, exactly. The red"Get ready, everybody," Young Wild West call- skins were armed, and as they slow)y got upon
ea out, coolly. "It seems thev are going to try their feet an<l saw but three standing there th~y
to ride up here art'd attack us on horseback . . All whispered among themselves and showed signs of
right, let them do it. I'll mighty soon stop that fight.
sort of game."
.
"The first redskin who fires a shot will go to
The next minute. all hands could see the Paw- the happy hunting-grounds!" Young Wild West
nees coming-. Only one was mounted, and. t~at called out, in a ringing voice. "I don't propose
was Gray Wing himself. · He came on, nd1:1g to take you prisoners, so I'll give you just five
!,traight to the hollow at the foot of the hill. minutes to start back to your village. Now, then,
Down he went, his followers coming- on foot, . what are you going to do about it?"
brandishing thefr rifles.
Just then old Gray Wing got up and limped
"Tryin' to scare us, l reckon, ~ild," C~eyenne painfully
across the hollow. His left arm was
Charlie said. a grim smile showmg on_ his face. hanging
limp at his side, which told plainly that
"That's the style of the Pawnees every time. Well,
I reckon we ain't goin' to .git scared any. Let's it must have been broken when he went tumbling
down the hill, and he was inju1ed in one of his
see if they'll dare to try to git up here_."
"Keep cool, Charlie," was the advice of the legs as well.
"Chief," Wild called out, as he started toward
voun1r dea<lshot -to him. "If the old chi~f starts
to ride up . here I'll mighty soon send him back him, "you have made a big mistake, but I'll give
again. He will g·o down faster than he came you a chance. If you are not, I am going to shoot
you!" .
,
. up , too, and you can bet on it."
"Ugh!" exclaimed the chief, shaking hi s head
G1·av Wing came to a halt i;1. the h~llow and and looking at his helpless arm. "Gray Wing no
waited until his braves had JOmed him. TI:e want to fight the palefaces."
hollow was so small that they ,-,ere cr?wded m
"What are you doing with war-paint on, then,
t o.e:ether and filled it completelv. Watchi;1g from and what did you try to get up the hill, and clean
behind the rocks and through the crevices, the us out for? You are a treacherous old scoundrel,
oarty at the top of the hill. under ~he ledge could
Wing. But I'll give you a chance."
:·ee the old chief gesticulatmg to J11s men, though Gray
"Gray Wing will go back to the village;"
t hey could not understand his words, for there
It was said somewhat reluctantly, but probably
was too much confusion for that. Presentl". a
r,avage war-whoop sounded, and then Gray Wing this was due to the fact that he was so badly
wounded that he had not the nerve to proceed in
turr..ed his horse and started upward toward the the
fight . .
hiding palefaces.
.
.
.
"All right, just tell your bl'aves what Y?U are
On came the braves, surgmg after him_ as if
they felt it was going to be an easy victory. going to do, for some of them are actmg as
.
.
They were more tl:an half way up the,,steep as- though they want to fight."
The old chief did as directed, and then while
cen~ w~en somethmg unexpected to tnem hap-
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There wa~ not room for all the Indians to get
our three friends stood watching them clesely the
dead and wounded were picked up and carried upon the high ground where our friends had
from the hollow. Fifteen minutes later they had camped, so they ha_lted before going down into t'.ie
.
taken their departure, leaving Young Wild West . hollow.
Of cour~e, they had been heard coming, and as
and his friends the victors.
It was now beginning to get dark, and even soon as Jim Dart called out, Young Wild West
though the chief had accepted the terms _ and and Cheyenn~ Charlie promptly went down to
taken his depai·ture, our hero was well satisfied them. The girls came, t<lltl, for they knew there
• was nothing in the way of danger to threaten
that he would not adhere to it.
"I'll tell you what we have got to do, boys," he them. The Comanches went into camp, and soon
said as he led the way up to the camp. "One of half a dozen fires wei-e blazing brightly, lighting
us r:iust go and meet Tall Willow and then we'll up the seen~ so that the faces of all could be
try and see if we can't preven~ a fight between 01:>served plamly The C~manche chief sat upon
the two tribes. When Gray Wrng nnds ~h!lt the his blanket as soon as thmgs were put in order ,
Comanches are after him he may be willmg to an!i . puffed away at a long-stemmed pipe. Tall
give in entirely. He is crippled up ~oo much to ~illow bFought our hero to him and introduced
feel like fighting, and if • can_ g~t him to smoke him. T~en the chief arose, and, putting out his
the pipe of peace with whoever 1s m charge of the hand, said:
"How?"
Comanches the matter will be settled and the
"How?"" Wil~ answered, ·apd then shook hands.
hatchet will be buried for a time.''
. Th~n th~ chi~f carefully wiped o:ff the stem of
"I'll go and meet Tall Willow," Jim Dart said.
"All right, Jim, get your horse and start out, his ~ipe with his slee_¥ and offered it to the boy.
Wi!d ~ccepted it ad took a couple of puffs,
then."
A few minutes later Dart was off, and then the handmg it back. That settled it as far as their
i·est settled down to keep a watch and wait for friendship was concerned.
"What Young Wild West want to do?" the chief
his return.
finally asked, after a short silence.
. "Well, chief," the young deadshot answered, in
his cool and_ easy way_, "I_ reckon the best thing
,CHAPTER X.--Conclusion.
you can d? 1s to remam nght here until to-morTall Willow had reached th~ Coman_che vil~age row mornmg. Your horses need a rest, and your
shortly after n oon. ,H e t flld his storr m detail to braves. are somewhat tii-ed,. too. In the morning
the chief of that po1-tion of the tnbe, and th e I ll deliver a message to Gray Wing and then the
result was th.at it was not long- before a_ party of t\~o of you can meet and talk it over. I reckon ,it
will be settled all right, for when he finds that
one hundred were ready to a ccompany him to the
camp of Young Wild West and fight the Pawnees you have so many braves with you he will be glad
if it became necessary. But the Con:iancte c~ief enough' to let matters rest as they are."
The Comanche understood enough of this to
was a wise old fellow, and did not believe m stir-ring up trouble, so he forbade any of them t~ put make _it clear to him what the boy proposed and
on their war-paint. On the return, Tall Willow he promptly agreed to it. iven though' our
and the band of Comanches did not make very friends knew they were well guarded by the Infast progress, and it wa s growing dark when they dians below them, they kept the usual watch durwere yet within five miles of the camp on the ing the night. Shortly after daylight they were
creek. Before they got there Jim Dart, who had up and moving about, and Wing.cooked the breakonly to ride a mile or two in order to meet them, - fast as usual. _They had about finished eating it
wh~n the . Indians were seen stirring. Wili
came up.
Eager to know how the situation was, Tall Wil- waited until he saw the chief was up, and then
low plied him with questions. When he heard he went down and had another talk with him.
"Young Wild West," the Comanche said lookall that had happened, and that Silver Star was
still safe Tall Willow was not long in letting the ing at the boy as though he- was going to' ask a
chief and the other braves know of it. The chief favor, "me want to go with you to see Gray
shook his head sadly when he heard that many of Wing."
'.'I .~·eckori that would be a pretty good idea,
the Pawnees had been killed, and he seemed glad
to hear that Gray Wing had surrendered and ~h1ef, the boy answered, quickly, for he thought
gone back to the village. As they rode along, 1t really would be. "Get your breakfast and we'll
,
Jim kept close to Tall Willow's side, and when he go."
"Maybe we take one paleface and one Cotold him that Gray Wing was satisfie\i to let him
have Silver Star, provided he delivered to him manche," the chief added, suggestively.
''.I do;1't kno'."' as. it will make any difference.
thirty horses, twenty blankets and three guns,
If 1t suits you 1t suits me," ·wild answered.
the young Comanches was delighted.
"Me want Tall Willow to· go. He tell me that
"Me send and get them to-night," he declared.
"Maybe there be no fight with the Comanches and he will marry Gray Wing's daug-hter, and that he
must give him horses, blanket:; and guns.''
Pawnees. That' be much better."
"Yes, that's i-ight. I suppose it would be all
"You have got that right, Tall Willow," Jim
right for him to go with us. I will take Cheyenne
answered, nodding his approval.
Charlie, too."
"Me heap much fight sometimes, but me no
This was quite satisfactory, and half an hour
want to fight.''
"I understand. You don't believe in doing it later the four mounted their horses and rode off
pnless you are compelled to. Wetl, that's the toward the Pawnee village. They were seen ~-i;proaching when they had yet more than hali ,a
right way to be."
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mile ta ride, and as if Gray Wing knew he was well go·. back. The trouble is seltled, and we can
being visi1.ed by the chief of a rival tribe, and make nothing by remaining here."
It was about two hours later that Wild and
should give him a proper reception, the.- beating
Charlie rode back with Tall Willow and the Co.
.
of.,rud_e drum~, presently sounded_.
wagon
lt 1s good, the Com~r:che chief said, n~?clmg · manche chief. They found the trader's he
and
Gray drawn up to the camp of the Indians and
to. our hero, who was ndmg· at !us side.
his man were bargaining with them. 'But it hapWmg wants peace. Me glad."
pened that thfl Comanches had brought little or
"So am I , chief," Wi6ts the reply.
Straight into the village they rode, and it was . nothing with i.hem to trade, and they were simply
quite a reception they received_. Gray Wing, with looking over tl1e things and making promises as
his arm in a sling, was sitting upon a blanket to wh'.1t they would give for them. Neither Myers
before his lodge, while his squaw was ministering nor his man, Doc Lemons, had taken any part in ._
to his wants. He got upon his feet, painfully, and the fight at all, but they had not been asked to do
so, and no doubt had been content to remain with
exchanged greetings with the Comanche.
Then he shook hands with Wild, and the way he the girls while Young Wild West made his desacted told plainly that he was quite subdued. But perate charge down upon the demoralized Paw.
when he turned to Tall Willow there was a frown nees.
"There's one thh1g about it,'.' Doc Lemons exon his face .
"Tall Willow make much trouble," he declared. plained, when they all got together again, "I kin
Gray Wing has lost a good many of his brave;,, tell yer what won the fight, 'cause I was watchin'
p~tty well fr9m behind a rock at the top of the
and it is because Tall Willow took Silver Star."
"Tall Willow will bring thirty horses, twenty hill. It was the shot Young Wild West fired
the horse of old Gray Wing that turned
blankets and three guns "te the great chief of the killin'
Pawnees,'' the Comanche -brave answered, quick- th e tide, an' that was the shot that beat the red- ·
skins."
ly.
"I reckon you have got that about right Doc"
"It is good," was the i·eply. "But Tall Willow
our hero said, with a laugh . "I could easdy ba;e
must fight Jumping Horse first."
As if it had been preananged, Jumping Hors~, settled ol\J. Gray Wing· forever, but it shuck me
i_f I shot his hors~ it would go rolling dow,ithe rascally Pawnee, appeared from behind a that
tepee and stepped forward, knife in hand. The th e hill and _.tht: redskms right near it certainly
Comanche c_hief nodded approvingly and then had to go with it. It worked all right and that'sTall Willow quickly drew his knife and stepped why I made the charge .down the hill."
"It was a mighty desperate thing to do,
forward to face his foe .. Wild and Charlie were
not a little interested. They knew that the red- though," declared Lemons, shaking his head.
"Oh, we either had to do it or else stand a
skins were about evenly matched, but they feared
until the Comanches .came. If it had turned _
siege
one
deserving
the
done
had
they
all
after
that
way there would have been a fierce
that
out
of
ways
the
knew
they
However,
might be killed.
the Indians too well- to interfere now. Both were , slaugh.ter and the whole country around would
eager to get each other, and the next minute the have been upset and more scalps would have been
knife blades were_ clicking as they came in con- ~1;ken than you can count in three figures. It's all
tact, while Tall Willow and Jumping Horse nght. The Pawnees have received a lesson ·they
fought what was to ·be a fight to the death. Both won't forget very soon even though they lost
showed great caution, however, and around and quite a few of their men."
Our friends found it would be right on their
around they went as they struck and dodged the
t>lows. 'l'he two chiefs stood side by side, look- way to accompany the trader to the Comanche
out
•ing on with set faces, while the crowd of Pawnees v!llage, so t~ey decided to do so. They ·s et
them,
with
going
redskins
the
dmner,
after
:1ght_
1
cheer
would
occasionally
about
gathered
had
that
and it was after dark when they arrived. Of
Jumping Horse on .
The fight' lasted for perhaps five minutes, and course, Silver Star accompanied Tall Willow wlio
then suddenly Tall Willow made a lunge that had given orders that the necessary horses, blank~
reached. Jumping Horse stagge1~ed back and ets a1:d gui: s should be taken to Gray Wing to pay
dropped his knife, and then another blow was for ~1s bnd_e. T~e next day was quite a lively
~ne m th~ little village that nestled in the hills.
struck and it was all over.
Tall Willow and Silver Star were married in
Even though Jumping Horse had lost the fight,
did so much
the Pawnees did not seem to be at all angry at true Indian fashion, and the 'trader
bu siness that_ he exhausted his stock competely.
.
the Victor.
The followrng day Young Wild West and his
B1·avery is a thing they like the most, and Tall
them
Willow was now regarded as a great brave. The friends set out _oyer a trail that would lead
pr aine where they would eom e across
Comanche chief was so well pleased over · it, that to the level th
on eir way and have no difficulty about
he tore three or four feathers from his head-dress ran~hes th
e necessm-y supplies to last them until
and, with his own hands, placed them into the gettrng
braided hair of the victor. Quite a confab fol- they reached a good-sized town.
The trader went with them, ·and so we will
lowed, and Wild and Charlie stood and watched it.
th em all until next week, when we will
The two chiefs sat upon the same blanket, lea".e
smoking the pipe of peace, and pr esently a agam take up the further adventures of Young
hatchet was brought forward and buried in the Wild West.
grnund, the two shaking hands over it.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
"That means peace for a while, Charlie," Wild WEST AT GOLD-DUST FLAT; or, ARIETTA
s_aid, no.riding to the scout. "I reckon we may as AND THE SECRET BAND."
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CURRENT NEWS
SHOW TIGER KILLS WOMAN

t!°Je firs~-ciass accommodations, as there was very
little difference between first- and second-class
member of a traveling carnival, when she entered arrangements.
.
.
its cage, as she had been doing during her several
Several years ago second- and third-class sleepmonths with the show. The tiger seized her by ers were provided on government lines, and now
the throat, crushing_ out her life before a guard the few operating- private companies have ofcould shoot.
.
,
. fered similar facilities with the announcement
A Filipino riding on the carnival Ferris wheel they -also are abandoning first class.
leaped thirty feet to the g.i;ound and received
probably fatal injuries.
LETTER SAVES WOMAN FROM POTTER'S
FIELD
GIRL BITES ROBBER, SAVES BANK'S
A letter, ten years old and yellow from age
$600
Miss Esther Pecoraro, eighteen, clerk in the averted burial in the Potter's Field for Mrs. Lo~
Italian private bank of her father, Gennaro Pec- retta Downs, forty-four, a member .Df a well-tooraro, Sprinfigeld, Mass., frustrated a robber with -do family of De Witt, Ia., who died recently in the
her teeth. The man seized a handbag, in which Sunset Sanitarium, No. 1503 Poplar street, Denshe was taking more than $600 to a national bank, ver, Col., after she had collapsed J,n· the waitingroom of the Union station.
·
and ran into an alley.
Following death her body was removed to an
She chased the robber, who stumbled and fell.
Leaping on him, ·she bit the man's hand and forced undertaking establishment to await the arrival
of her husband, who, she said, was on his way
him to drop the bag and run.
ther_e by automobile. When he failed to arrive,
officials of the mortuary searched her belongings
TOY BALLOON MAKES TRIP
A small toy balloon released from the top of the and discovered the letter, which had been mailed
Newman Store Building, Arkansas City, Kan., by to her by Attorney P. H. Judge of Denver ten
Weston Ayres brought the following reply to ·a years ago.
The letter stated that the estate of her father
note "attached to the balloon:
"Your balloon arrived here some time during Patrick Gorman of De Witt, had- been admin~
the night . . I found it in the city park about 8 istered and that p"art of the $60,000 included in
·
o'clock this morning. Please write me when you the estate was inclosed.
Relatives were informed of her death and money
started it, and oblige, Loretta Uhlenbrock, Ulm,
was sent for the return of her body to De Witt
Ark.
"P. S.-This town is located about sixty miles for burial.
east of Little Rock and about eight miles northeast of Stuggart, Ark."
MUSEUM FOR YOSEMITE
The balloon was released in Arkansas City on
The first branch of the museum to be erected
the evening .before it was found at Ulm, so that
the .trip of approximately 500 miles was made in in Yosemite National Park, California, has just
been completed. It is called Glacier Point Looktwelve hours or less.
out and has been erected under appropriation of
The balloon was filled with hydrogen.
the Laura Spelm'l.n Rockfeller Memorial. Glacier
GIANTS POPUDAR
Point Lookout is one of the units of the central
Giants, seemingly, make just. as much of a hit museum, plans for w.hich have been officially approved.
with modern women as do " sheiks.'' This apparently has been demonstrated recently in BerYosemite is the preserve of the famous redlin by Van Albert, the celebrated Dutch colossus, woods, and its museum will- reveal to the visitor
has has been .dailv strolling- along- Unter den what he can find in the park and show him how
Linden with an army of women in pursuit. Van he can improve his opportunities for nature study.
Albert stands more than 8 feet high, without his The _Museum News, published by the American
shoes, and tow~s so far above all other men that Association ~f Museums, says: _
"The circtlit will begin with topography, folthey seem pigmies.
,
·
Women and children regard Van AlbeTt with lo"';ed b~ the geological story, life zones ( corremuch more imagination than the men, says the latmg _birds, mammals, trees, flowers, etc.) na·BeTlin newspapers, which advance the theory that tural history (temporary), ethnology and history.
the scores of women that follow the giant every The building" must be fireproof in order · ffo house
time he leaves his motorcar recall the legend of the priceless historical and ethnological relics that
the giant in the Muggel Hills, near Berlin, who is have been collected, as well as the invaluable
supposed to have kidnaped Lady Bertna.
books of the Mather Library.''
.
The first story of the central building will be
SWEDISH RAILROADS GIVE UP FIRST- a stene sh~ll-vh-tually a fireproof vault. On this
CLASS PASSENGER CARE
will be built a second story of logs to harminize
Railway companies in Sweden have decided to with other park buildings. An interesting feature
abolish first-class traveling accommodations and of the plan is that "the life zones, which are
offer only second and third class to the public. correlated with altitude, will be shown in sequence
The government owns most of the railroads in a,long a sloping floor, the visitor climbing gradSwederi, and as early as 1900 beg-an to eliminate ually from valley to mountaintop exhibits."

A man-eating tiger _killed a Filipino woman,
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FIGHTING FRED FAY
-

Or , -

A Yankee Boy in the Big War
By DICK ELLISON

A Serial Story
CHAPTER XVIII.
Commandeered.

"It does loqk that way," replied Fred. The man
had so stepped that he could not get into the car.
"May I a sk you to step aside, sir?" said Fred,
who was beginning to feel annoyed.
"Yes," replied the man, "but I shall not step
asid~ until you and I have an understanding-."
As he said it he suddenly whipped out a revolver and covered Fred.
Fred was at once alarmed and disgusted.
Not only the first ~an, but the second had him
cove1·ed now.
"What's that for?" he growled.
"We want the use of your car, young man,"
replied the spokesman with emphasis. "You mu st
excuse the way we went at it, but it was necessary to make sure."
"And if I refuse?"
" I regret that in that case we shall shoot you
and appropriate your car."
"Perhaps you don't know who I am?"
"We do not, nor do we care. Get into the car
and drive us up to the chateau ."
"I am traveling with a pass from General
Joffre, by whom I have been sent on a special
mission."
Both of them started.
"In that case we must let him proceed," said
the spokesman in English. "It will never do to
interfere with a messenger of General Joffre's."
Fred pretended not to understand.
"But it's our last chance," urged the other.
"The Germans are steadily advancing. They will
surely overrun the chateau. If they find him,
likely enough they'll shoot him, or he may be
turned loose. Think of the consequences."
"I know. It is terrible." '
"Anyway, we shan't delay the young man a moment longer than necessary. We can't possibly
e-et another car and all our horses have been commandeered. We are helpless."
All this, spoken in English, only added to Fred's
perplexity.
The two revolvers were still leveled at him. He
did not dare to move.
"Do you understand English?" a sked the
spokesman.
Remembering that his name would give him
away if they demanded his pass, Fred answered
"Yes."
"And you unde1·stood _what we said?"
"Every word."
"Then you know what a fix we are in, generally speaking."

"Very generally speaking."
"You must help us out."
"Do you w:rnt to see my pass from General
Joffre. To c:Jay me may give France to the
Germans to share the fate of Belgium."
"They are bound to get it, anyway," replied the
man with a groan, adding:
"Yes, show me your pass."
Fred produced it.
"It is undoubtedly genuine, brother," he said.
"I'm afraid we shall have to Jet him proceed."
"Never!" was the reply. "Rather than let this
chance escape us, I'll shoot him with my own
'
hand."
"I almost feel th at if we could shoot some one
else it would be the best all around," sighed the
other.
"It is not to be thought of. Young man, get into
the car. There is no help for it. Accommodate us
and we will let you go as quickly as we can."
"When will it be?"
"Before daybreak, from another point."
"Far from here?"
"Obey! Ask no more questions. Obey or die!"
There seemed to be no hope for it.
Unarmed himself, Fred felt that he could only
yield.
Both followed him into the car, which he ran
up to the chateau.
The wide front door stood open. Fred was ordered to enter. One man went ahead, but th~ determined man was the one who followed close behind.
At the end of the long hall a door ,\<as opened,
and they descended by stone steps into a ' paved
cella1·, in one corner of which was a grated iron
door.
It proved to conceal a veritable dungeon into
which Fred was forced and the door bolted behind
him. ,
"Now then, this is the worst you will have to
experience," said the spokesman in English.
"Other than keeping you here until we are ready
to use you, we propose to treat you well. Are you
hungry?"
"Indeed, I am," replied Fred. "I haven't had
a bite since early morning, And I have been having
a strenuous time of it all day."
"We will soon fix that," was the reply, and fix
it they did. Within half art hour Fred was served
with an excellent cold spread.
A lantern was hung in the dungeon where there
was a wooden seat. Books and papers were
brought, and Fred was told to make himself at
home.
But it was all too exaspei-ating- for the boy
to accept the situation quietly. Time hung heavily on his hands.
He had lost hi s watch when taken prisoner, so
it wa s not easy to keep the run of it. At la t he
fell into a light sleep, from which he was aroused
by the spokesman pronouncing his name.
"\Ve are ready, Mr. Fay."
Fred started up.
The door was unlocked.
"You see, I still have the revolver," said the
man, "but I hope you will have sense enough not
to make it necessary for me to constantly threaten you."
"I'd give you the slip if I could, you bet," growled Fred.
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"After we are started perhaps yqu will change
"Don't look around. Don't move, as you valv ~
·
your mind."
your life l" cried the man beside him.
Again came that awful yell.
"Where are we going?"
"That I shall not tell you. Come. . We are
wasting time."
He took the lantern, lighted Fred to the stairs,
CHAPTER XIX.
and ascending behind him, they went out in front
where stood the car.
To General Spencer. ._At
The second man was seated in the tonneau. Fred Puts It ThroughLast.
Behind him was a figure wrapped in a blanket.
Pillows had been adjusted so as to support this
Again and still again the yell was repeated.
person, whose head lay back like one asleep, or
Th.e cry sounded more animal-like than huotherwise unconscious.
man.
But for what he had heard, Fred would have
The man in the seat with Fred showed th ~
thought he had been commandeered to carr~r a deepest agitation, but he did not look behind him.
•
corpse.
"Can you manage him?" he aske~.
The spokesman got in beside him after locking
"Certainly," replied the other. "He has got hi;
up the chateau and they started.
dose now. There will be no more of it."
Following the road Fred had been on for a few
"It must be that they've got a madman on their
miles they came to a crossroad which he was or· hAnds," thought Fred.
dered .t o take in its westerly direction.
His companion now looked back whispering
'
"You drive your car well, Fay," his seatmafe something to his brother.
"As you will," was the audible reply. "It can <
'
now remarked.
.
make no difference."
"I ought to. I've had practice enough."
what all ·
wondering
are
·
you
suppose
I
"Fay,
"You come from what part of America?''
this means?" was then said.
"Chicago."
"Naturally," replied Fred.
"In what state is that?"
"Naturally, as you say. We have decided to
"Illinoise."
"I hav.e frequently heard of it as one of your tell you. Tl?'e person behind is our insane brothet.
~e has been a charge on our hands for years, as
largest cities."
1t was our mother's dying request that we should
"You are French?"
n~ver put hiTI? in an asyluJll. He is dangerously
"Oh, yes. Don't ask my name. I shall --mot · v10len_t a~d h1deo~sly deformed. We are obliged
tell it "
~o keep him _most closely confined, in an iron cage
"I don't propose to ask it. I was merely going m fact. As 1t seems certain that our section of the
to remark that for a Frenchman you speak very country will fall into the hands of the Germans
good English."
we felt that .it would be best to remove him to
"My brother and I lived long in England when Rheims where I have -prepared a place for him
young."
At the last moment ,we were disappointed in an
He had the revolver resting on his knees all the aut~mobile which we expected to get, ·so your
while, and never did he take his eyes off Fred. commg seemed our only chance. I hope, my boy,
To his brother thus far he had not uttered a you will forgive us."
"It is very sad, but at the same time it is not
word.
They followed this road for many miles, meet- for me to forgive," replied Fred. "I am the
bearer of important dispatches, as I told you.
ing few persons.
The fate -of France may rest upon their delivery.
Only two cars passed them.
"What time has it got to be?"asked Fred at It is up to you."
"We shall not delay you an unnecessary mo.
last.
ment.''
the
left
we
when
eight
after
little
a
was
"It
1
"When shall we reach Rheims?"
house," was the reply. "I can't conveniently
""About five o'clock."
look at my watch now."
"That means a delay for me of a day and a
Presently he turned and said to his brothel':
half. It may be very erious."
"Is he resting qutetly?"
"Which troubles me much, but it is too lat~ to
.
·
"Very quietly."
help it now."
,
"You are sui:e he is all right?"
"You wilI understanq," put in the brother, '.'that
"Oh yes. He breathes regularly."
we propose t6 pay you well for what you have
"But he'll be coming out from the drug soon?" done for us."
"Any time now. The instant he shows signs of
"That is not to be considered. I gave my word
if he gets another dose." to General Joffre, and it troubles me to think that
I have been forced to go back on him."
"Be careful."
Little more was said.
'°Trust rrfe."
They made good time, but the detours taken
On and .o n ·Fred drove the car. He was made to
avoid towns, going around them. His seatmate to avoid the towns greatly increased -the length
appeared to be pel'fectly familiar with the way of the joui;ney.
and directed Fred what roads to take, but they
About four o'clock something went wrong with
always came back into that bioad highway in the the steering-gear and Fred was forced to stop and
make an ex?-mination.
end.
"Do you think you can repair it?" asked his
Thus three-quarters of an hour passed, when
suddenly Fred was startled by a rearful yell right seatmate, anxiously.
.
b ehind him.
(To be continued.)
·
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Interesting Radio News and Hints
FROM JAVA TO CALIFORNIA
Station NPG, the United States naval station
at San Francisco, has established a new distance
record. Signals from PKX, the Dutch Government
station at Malabar, on the Island of Java, were
received over a distance of 8,200 miles from San
Francisco. It is reported by operators at NPG
that signals from Malabar are audible enough to
be rceived at San Francisco consistently and that
it is possible to establish reliable communication
at any time during the <lay or night.
RADIO RESEARCH
The field of investigation and experimenting tn
radio is immense. There are a multitude of problems to be solved. Radio engineering is a most
fertile field and will continue as sucb. A really
selective receiver, efficiPnt phones and loud speakers, elimination of static, radio vision, radio photography and transmission of moving pictures are
destined to come some day, and they afford a
wide field of research. There are only a few with
a radio engineering deg1·ee at the present time.
VARIOUS CONDENSERS
The condensers ·generally used on present-day
receiving sets are of the semi-circular type, that
is to say, the rotor plates form a more or less
perfect semi-circle. In this type of condenser the
capacity is varied in direct ratio to the turning
of the dial. This would seem, at first thought, to
be correct practice, but upon careful consideration we find that this feature is a decided disadvantage. In tuning in broadcasting stations we
tune in direct ratio to the square of the capacity,
and as a consequence the low-wave stations are
grouped almost inseparably together on the dials
of semi-circular type condensers. The full, or
semi-straight line condensers, on the other hand,
tune similarly to broadcasting, and greatly aid in
selective and sharp tuning. Of the two latter
types the semi-straight line type is considerably
less expensive and gives excellent results.
• RADIO AIDS AIR FLIGHT
The 1·ecent remarkable flight of the Shenandoah
to the Pacific Coast and back is a record for
radio. During the entire flight the ship was never
once without radio communication with the ground.
On several occasions it is reported that radio
bearings and locality information furnished to the
pilots was of substantial assistance in navigating
the ship. Press dispatches were sent off regularly
and in large quantity from the ship while she
was in flight.
This remarkable i-ecord is a technical achievement for the naval radio laboratory- at Belleview,
near Washington, D. C. The i-adio equipment of
the Shenandoah was designed at this laboratory
and most of it was actually built there. The attachment of efficient transmitters and receivers to
aircraft, where the usual p1·ecedure of grounding
one side of the circuit is impossible, has been
always a rather difficult matter. The niccel'~ of

the Shenandoah's equipment is an indication that
this problem has now been solved satisfactorily.
Congratulations must go, also, to the radio officers and equipment of the German-built ZR-3.
On the flight across the Atlantic the ship was in
continual touch by radio with one or both sides
of the. Atlantic. This proved a very important
matter in the receipt of weather bulletins and
storm warnings.
TELEPHONES ON MOVING TRAINS
An article appearing in Germany describes a
method of communication from a stationary telephone to a subscriber traveling on a train which
was tried on a 275-kilometer stretch of track
between Berlin and Hamburg. All previously tried
methods required either a ve1·y large amount of
energy in the sending station or else a high an- ·
tenna somewhere upon the train. The former was
too costly; the latter was impossible owing to the
limited overhead 1'oom in cuts and tunnels. The
tests described were made bv the use of highfrequencv currents with wave-lengths of between
3,000 meten; and 4,000 meters emitt~d from a
station near the main line and carried in a wire
alongside the tracks. It is claimed that energies
of only 5 watts to 50 watts were required to establish perfect speech transmission.
ONE STEP AMPLIFIER
One of the most convenient units the radio fan
can have around his experimental table is a one
step amplifier. Requiring only a few parts it is
easily constructed and finds many uses in conjunction with radio receivers. You need a small
composition panel five inches wide and seven high
screwed to the edge of a wooden baseboard five
inches squa1·e. A filament rheostat, which should
be of thirty ohms resistance for the UV201A and
UV199, or six ohm for the WDll or 12, is mounted along the center line of the panel. The tube
socket can be either of the panel or flat mounting
type. If a dry cell bulb is to be employed it should
be equipped with some kind of a shock absorbing
sub-mounting, as these tubes are very sust:eptible
·
to jars.
The amplifying transformer is screwed to the
baseboard behind the socket. It should be so
placed as to insure the shortest connections between the rnspective bindin.11.' posts. The position
can be decided upon after a study of the hookup.
Eight binding posts for connections are mounted
on the face of the panel. Two are put along the
upper left-hand edge. These (the "input" posts)
go directly to the primary posts on the ami,lifyin_g- transformer. The other six are lined up alon_gthe right-hand side. The top two are the "output''
posts. To these can be connected the phones or
the loud speaker. The other four are for the batteries.
Two of these units placed alongside of each other with corresponding binding posts will make
a two stage amplifier as good as any on the
market. They can be connected to any set in
which there are no audio amplifiers at present.
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GOOD REAOING
APES HELP SCIENCE
Monkeys and apes are being raised on a farm
in French Guinea by the Pasteur Institute for experimental purposes in studying measles, typhus,
yellow fever and other diseases that cannot be
transmitted to rabbits and iruinea piirs , commonly
u sed in such testes. Chimpanzees are also kept
at the farm, a s they are considered the most suitable of all the animal "relatives t o the human
race" for the studies and also afford material for
experiments in psychology. A director is in
charge of the la bor atory and special buildi ngs
have been erected fo r taking care of the patients
while they are given inoculations and trea t ments.
UNDERSEA CITY
Submerged 30 feet below the surface of the
Mediterranean Sea, off the coast of Tunis, the
ruins of an ancient city have been found by
divers. They report that many large stone buildings were visible, outlined in dim shadows and
sandy bottom,< and that fish swam in and out of
crumbled doorways. Scientists are preparing· to
make furth er explorations. Additional interest
is attached to the discovery a s the city lies in
waters described by Virgil and near the "Isle of
the Lotus Eaters" of which Homer sang.
ST. PATRICK'S BIRTHPLACE
There i.s no other great saint in the Catholic
hagiography about whom so much uncertainty
exists. It is not even known whether March 17 is
the date of hi s death or of his birth, though it is
sometimes said to be both. The year and the place
of his nativit y are matters of dispute. Indeed, so
many conflicting legends have been woven into his
story that it is now generally a ssumed there were
two or more St. Patricks who have been rolled
into one.
According t o the best authorities this Patrick
was born a beut A. D. 386 in the village of
Nemphthur, just outs ide of Glastonbury, England. Hi s fa ther was a decurion, or town councilor. The fa,·orite legend, however, makes him a
native of Tours, in France, and a nephew of St.
Marton! From the Confession itself we learn
that in his s ixteent h year he was carried away
by pirates and t aken to the north of Ireland,
where he was sold a s a slave.
DEATH CLAIMS WOMAN OF OLD GOLD
FRONTIERS
The career of a woman of rough and ready
gold prospecter s from Arizona to Alaska ended
to-day when the body of Miss Nellie Cashman
• was buried in Victoria, B. C.
Friends recalled the days of 1877 when Miss
Cashman came to Arizona. In the early eighties
she "grubstaked" several of the State's present
millionaires on the gamble they would find a
"strike" in the Tombstone gold field. Later she
used the money they 1·eturned to finance a trip
to Alaska where she "mushed" into the interior,
again seeking gold.
One of the first women to enter the frozen, uncharted fields of Alaska, she served as nu1·se

in mining camps, at the same time prospecting
and staking claims.
Only last year, when she was seventy, the
"champion woman musher of the world" mushed
from Koyukik to Seward, Alaska, a 750-mile snow
trail.
"TERRIBLE T.URK'' DIES FIGHTING 7
OFFICERS
Sammie Shane, "Terrible Turk of South~ast
Missouri," kept his oft-repeated pledge to oftfcers
that he "would die fighting," when on February 10
he was shot to death by Pemiscot County officers
at Hayti, ten miles from Steele, Mo., after a gun
fight of an hour and a quarter, when he held seven
officers at bay with a machine gun, two automatic
pistols and a bayonet.
Shane, who is a real Turk, was shot down only
after he had twice refused reQuests to surrender and had already been wounded, when he
made a break from his barricaded house in an effort to escape. At the attempt to break through
the barricade, Shane was shot several times in the
back.
Shane ran back into the house and resumed
firing at the officers, sending his machine-gun bullets through the wall at them. After the officers
threai;ened to burn the house the "Turk" suddenly
dashed out the back door, and in the running fight
he was brought down about 200 yards from the
house.
For several years Shane had lived in open defiance of the law in this section and thwarted all
efforts to capture him. He went about the streets
with two pistols strapped on him, often carrying
his machine gun and wearing a steel jacket of
woven wire which buckled across the shoulders
and protected his body down to · the hips. He
never molested any one as long as he was allowed
"to be his own law."
Two weeks ag·o he escaped from Sheriff J . H.
Smith and deputies after Sheriff Smith had fired
two shots at him, which were turned by the steel
jacket.
In June, 1923, Shane was tried in St. Louis for
the murder of his cousin, Seid Alla, and his cousin's wife. He was convicted, but sentenced to
the St. Louis Hospital for the insane. He escaped,
but was 1·ecaptured at Caruthersville and returned
to St. Louis. He escaped again, the last time in
June, 1924, disguised as a Catholic priest.
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FROM t-.LL PO ·NTS
ANDY JACKSON'S LOCK
One of the latest relics received by the Tennessee State Museum is an old-fashioned wooden
iJck from one of the doors of the first house occupied by Andrew Jackson when he came to TenJ.iCS8ez.

LISTENING TO WORMS
By connecting an ordinary wireless headphone
and an unusually strong microphone to an apple, a
''outh American scientist has been able to detect
Ll.e sounds worms made in gnawing at the fruit
:md in biting the leaves and·twigs, says Po7;ular
.Jeclwnics. Another experiment enabled him to
detect the presence of weevils in corn in the same
1,ay. It is expected that this will be the basis of
, practical means of determining the condition
, : various crops.
TIDES FORETELL QUAKES
\\'ith the discovery that the tides are definitely
,,fiected by earthquakes, says Popular Mechanic ,
.,,entists decla1·e that close study of abnormal
1 e£ and falL; may enable them to predict the occ u.ie,1ce of t,·emo1s in time to warn people to seek
~..1.dv uefoi-e disaster overtakes them. Obs;,r,ers
,,l a weather bureau neaT Tokio tested the theory
,,h_n it was noticed that the tide had been rising
ne day of a quake, when it had passed the dang~1 pJmt. The morning after the water had releded four feet below the former mark. Three
months before the great Japanese earthquake
disaster of Sept. 1, 1923, it was later recalled the
tide had also risen to the danger point.
MOUNTAIN OF ALUM IN MEXICO
Covering an area of two square miles, and rising
tJ a height of 900 feet, Alum Mountain, in southwe:,,lcJ·n Mexico, near the headwaters of the Gila
Riv(;r , contains not only an inexhaustible supply
of alum but vast riuantities of the ore from which
metal aluminum is extracted.
Viewed from a point a mile or so distant, the
great pile presents a curious appearance. It is
streaked and mottled by veins and pockets of rock
that vary in color from snow-white to vermilion
1Pd.

From these deposits nature itself has. already
performed more than three-fom·ths of_ the iask
of extracting the metal, the decompos1t1C1~ of the
rock-the most laborious and most expensive step
in the p.ocess-having been effected by the action
of sulp.rn.·ic fumes rising fro.n subcerranean
depths lh1·ough nanow fissure. Wh~le not as quick
as blasting, if you set out to d1smtegrate the
mountain, these sulphuric fumes are surer and do
.
not injure the valuaole deposits.
Recent explorations o1 Alum Mountam have
disclosed the fact that another important potential
resou 1se awaits man's recovery of it. Sulphuric
acid is found in the ancient crater, though in
what quantities the reports do not state.
Gold also was found. But the value of the -deposits re~ts on the Yast quantities of alum and
alumina they contain.
In a near-by canyon, itself kno\\"n as Alum
Canyon, and in smaller tributa,r y canyon -, s_imil~r
ore was found in quantities--enough alumma, m
short, to supply the world's demanc..s for years to
come.

- ..

LAUGHS

'·Do vou believe that there is a higher p~wer?"
"M:v clear sir, I married her."
''Glad:vs Begley was married this morning."
"Who's the happy man?" "Her father!"
"What did Rastus git married for?" "Lawd
onlv knows. chile. He keeps right on workin'."
'"What would you say if a girl called you her
little chimpanzee?" "I would say she was try·
ing to make a monkev of me." ·
"Did you ever see a company of women perfectly silent?" "Yes, one. Some one had asked
which of those present was the eldest."
"How long have they been married?" "About
five years." "Did she make him a good wife?"
"No; but she made him an awfullv _g-ood husband."
"Pa, whv do people call the owl the bird of
wisdom?" "Because he's got sense enou_g-h not to
come out and flv around until all bov,; of vour
·
·
aJ2"e are in bed."
Mrs. Dearborn-That man who nearlv ran over
me with his automobile was one of my divorced
husbands. Mrs. Wabash-Did you get his number? Mrs. Dearborn-Sure; he was N Q. 3.
"Miss Ethel," said Chollie Staylate, "if I should
tell you I was going away to-morrow, would you
feel sorry?" "To-morrow," she answered. glancing at the clock. "Yes. I should feel sorrv-I
thought you might go away to-night."
A suburban minister, durin11: his discourse one
Sunday morning, said: "In each blade of g:rnss
there is a sermon." The following clav one of
his flock discovered the good man -pushing a
lawn-mower about, and paused to say: "Well,
varson, I'm irlad to see you engal!'ed in cuttinir
your sermons short."
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HERE AND THERE
STEEL TEETH
Teeth made from enameled st eel have been
added to the products of the Krupp plants at
Essen.. The metal is from the same mixture formerly u sed in making German cannon. Eigfit
dentist s have been employed in the department at
the start, and Krupps hope to expand it later.
BONES OF SEVEN-FOOTER UNEARTHED
IN. FLORIDA
Discovery of a skull, one-fourth larger than that
of the normal modern, together with bones indicating a probable height of not less than 7 feet
led to speculation over theories of a giant race
believed once to I1ave inhabited Florida.
'
The portions of the skeleton were found by
workmen, grading a road near the Charlotte and·
Lee County lines. The bones are believed to be
those of a male.
•
The specimen s are to be shipped to the Smithsonian •Institution.
l
DIVINING ROD BAFFLED
The peach ·t r ee " divining rod," which "dipped"
in Eighth street, Lynchburg, Va., and seemed to
.show the People's National Bank officials the
source of the st r eam which flow s through the
baserrJent of t hat building failed, for a hole 13
feet deep was sunk into the street without finding
water before it wa s decided to abandon the water
search.
The water still. flow s on at the rate of a z allon
a minute, and bank officers would go to ·almost
any limit to find the cause of the trouble and a
way to keep the_ water out.
FEEL COLORS IN THE DARK
We have not five sen ses, but twenty-five, including six senses of touch alone. Moreover, it i~ possible to develop the senses to a point where we
can feel colors in the dark.
Dr. James J. Walsh, psychologist, makes these
statements in the Po1n ilwr Science Monthly.
"Have you ever taken your watch from your
pocket, glanced at it, and then, a few seconds
later found yourself unable to tell anothe1: pe1·son the time?" he a sks. "Do yo1:1 know the color
of the eyes of the person who sits beside you in
your office or stands next to you in your shop?
Can you tell with what words the Government
marks ,the value of a twenty-five-cent piece, or on
which side of the coin they appear?"
These, he says, are the test s of the use you
make of your senses, which he calls the "gateways of knowledge."
"Ninety-nine men in a hundred," writes Doctor Walsh, "feeling a piece of cloth and receiving
just a s many touch impressions from its temperature, texture, roughness, or smoothness a s a textile expert, would pay no attention to these impressions.
"Those 99 men would remain in the crowded
ranks of poorly paid routine workers, while the
hundredth man became a highly paid specialist.
"I might multiply examples of the sort without number-ordinary persons who excel their
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fellow s by no natural equipment of talent, but
who have acquired a high degree of useful skill
simply through practice, and the use of their
se)lses. Touch, eyesight, and hearing probably
are the senses most generally employed in the
mo1·e familiar forms of human endeavor. These
can be trained only by concentration."
MAKING A TELEPHONE BOOK
New York's telephone directory represents the
biggest publishing job of its kind in the world, it
is said. For about thirty days before an issue appears, one of the largest printing plants in the
country is kept going at full tilt, pressed bv the
necess ity of producing at least 50,000 finished
books a day. And more than 100 men and women
toil the year around prepa1Tng copy for the semt. annual .editions.
The dity's fir st t elephone directory, in '1879, consisted of a medium-sized card, containing 252
names. Fo1ty-five years later more than 3,000
times that number of sU:bscribe1·s were listed for
Greater New York. The 1924 spring edifam
weighed five pounds, a book of almost 2,000 pages.
These books placed end to end would have reached
from the White House in Washington to Times
Square, New York City. In their making huge
press machinery ate up 3,600 1 ons of text paperenough to keep a paper-making machine busy
continuously fo r; a year-14&,000 pounds of print- ·
ing ink, 64,000 pounds of glue and 51,000 yards
of cheese-cloth.
The original directory grew rapidly from a card
to an almanac, then to a catalogt1e. It became so
bulky that for a decade efforts have been concentI-ated on compression. Ast.he books grew thicker,
the paper grew thinner. Then the type was attacked. Experiments and speed tests extended
even into the field of applied psychology, to .hit
/Upon the precise type combination that would save
space without loss of legibility. Eve_n so, the s-ize
of the volume could not be kept down; hence the
recent two-volume set for Greater- New York, with
subscribers totalling close to a million. ,.
'
The copy page of a new directory bears on one
side a; column of 1;ames and numbers as they appear m the latest issue. On the blank side of the
sh!let slips bearing new orders or alterations are
pasted in, with lines drawn to indicat€' their exact alphabetical positions on the new listing. One
by one these items come in until closing time and
must be put in their proper places; but ere the
iss~e is ready for printing these new entr:ies pila
up mto the hundreds of thousands, approximating
one-third of all the listings in the book. Thus,
when the 1924 Spring- edition appeared, there
was included in the old directory a new mass of
material equal in bulk to the entire telephone
directory of a city the size of Dayton, Ohio.
Even when all entries have been made an<l
checked, care must be used to see that no sul,scriber is omitted. In the pressroom each thin
metal slug, bearing on its edges the name of one
person in the book, must be watched to' see that
it does not olip out of place, and proofs must
go thTough muc]1 checking.
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POINTS OF INTEREST
TRAPPED EAGLE
Ernest Apple, of Ethel, Ind., captured a bald
eagle_ mea_suring a little over 5 feet from wing
_to wmg tip. The eagle had a steel trap swingmg from one foot and had become entangled in
a growth of greenbrier, making its capture easy.
DOUGHNUTS TO THE CONVICTS
Bearing good cheer and doughnuts to convicts
in penitentiaries from the Atlantic to the Pacific
coast a gospel car left Philadelphia with a party
of welfare workers, some of whom helped brighten
dark days for the soldiers in the trenches in
F~·ance. O_n th~ f~ont of the car was a brass plate
with the mscnpt1on: "In the Service of the
King."
The automobile tour was planned by some of
the workers followfng a visit to a convict camp,
where they made doughnuts for the men and
talked and prayed with them. The prisoners
seemed so cheered by the unexpected visit that it
was d~cided t? ~pread the work to every prison
t~ which adm1ss10n could be gained.
· With 35 cents as capital the workers set out.
Their doughnut making, with doughnut cutters
made from captured German shells, and the appeal of their idea soon brought aid to them, and
recently they were presented with a large automobile, fully equipped, in which to make their
journey. The first five gallons ,of gasoline also
was presented. With this as a basis the party
planned to dedicate the car at special service,
before ,leaving on their trip, with Seattle, Wash.,
as the ultimate destination.
Letters have been sent out •in advance to the
governors of various states asking that the workers be permit,ted to the state prisons, while a permit has been obtained admitting them to all federal prisons.
DEAPLIEST WAR GAS
It is an interesting fact that the deadliest chemical for use in military operations was discovered
by the Allies, though it was not ready for employment in the field when the armi stice was signed.
Of thi substance details are given for the first
time in a popular work -by General Amos De Fries
and Major G. J. West, both of the United States
Army, in their -admirable book, "Chemical Warfare, " published by McGraw-Hill, London, England, which contains an exhaustive account of the
whole histor y of gas warfare.
The chemical in question was called Lewisite,
after Captain Lewis, of the American Army, its
discoverer. Its- technical name is "chlorovinyidichloroarsine," and it is a faintly yellow liquid,
muntard gas.
Kot only is a vesicant (cause of burns) of about
the same order as musta1·d gas, but the arsenic
pent-trates the skin of an animal, and three drops
placed on the abdomen of a mouse are sufficient
to kill within two or three hours. It is also a
powerful respiratory idditant and causes violent
sneezing; Its possible use in aeroplane bombs has
led General De Frie,; to apply the term "The Dew
ef Death" to its u~e in thi ,: wa).

. The secret was communicated to the British
chemical service, and "unfortunately," as the
writer of this book states, it was released by them
to the world, thereby making hostile powern a
-Valuable present.
The new poison gases have many peace- applications. Cyanogen bromide is useful in storehouses and is safe to use. Chloracetophenone
would be valuable to the police, as it produces no
pe1·manent injury but causes "smarting and very
profuse tears." With it, say the authors, "huge
crowds can be set to weeping instantly, so that
no man can see and no mob will continue once it
has been blinded with idditating tears."
Diphenylaminechlorarsine, which causes violent
vomiting but not death, could be used for the protection of safes and strong 1·ooms.

LOOK, BO S!

TRAPEZEE
The Acrobatic Wonder Toy
.h.LlYlU::iT RUMAN IN ITS

ACTIONS!

lt consists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which the little yellow
man accurately performs like an athlete.
Five Different StuntsT1:u.: J:•LUNli .l.KAr.c..t..c. - .ltelease the

trigger-pm anct the ngurl swings forwanl, gnppmg the brass trapeze-.bar
turns a somersault i11 the air and catcb.e~
a c1oss-bar by his heels.
THROUGH TH~ LOOP-A swift swing
and he goes through a wire loop, maketi
a turn and, catching by his heels, swings
head downward from a bar.
TH!!: UIANT l:! WING - He goes forward
with a rush, releases the t1·apeze, catches
a horizontal-bar with his heels, makes
two swift somersaults in the air and
catches by his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star, and many new ones can be invented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

$1.00

The collapsible stand anti the little mani•
kin are neatly packed in a handsome box.
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y,

,.
OUR EARLY
COMMON
SCHOOLS

It is probable
that the beginning of the American comm on
school w a s in
Massachu setts,
although records
show that there
was a school in
New Amsterdam,
established by the
Dutch as early as·
,_ 1633.
In 1635
the p e o p 1 e of
Boston assembled
in town meeting,
requested Philemon Purmont to
he come schoolmaster and voted
him 30 acres of
land in part payment for his services. The school
began by Purmont later became. the Boston
Latin school and
has been in continuous existence
to the present
time. Other
counties followed
Boston's example
and within a few
years c o m m o ·n
schools were es-.
ta'blished in nearly all the settlements.
1647
the general court
of Massachusetts
Bay Colony · ordered every town
of 50 families to
establish an elementary schoer!,
and -to appoint l't
te a Cher whose
wages were paid
by the parents of
the p u p i 1 s ·he
t aught, or by th'il
inhabitants
in
g eneral. · At the
same time towns
of 100 families
were to establish
a Latin school to
prepare children
for colle!'e. The
law establishingthese. hvo grades
of schools laid
th a t :foundation
of . the p u b 1 i c
school system of
the U.S.
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TIRES WITH 500 NAIL
HOLES LEAK NO AIR
A n ew puncture-proof inner t u be has been

in1•ented by a Mr. H. G. Milburn of Chi~_ago.
In actual test it was punctured 500 tuu,•s
without the loss of air. Tbls wonderful new
tube increases mileage from 10.000 to 12,000

miles a nd eliminates c hanging tires. It costs
no niore than tlle ordinary tub~. Mr. H. G.
Milburn, 331 West 47th St., Chicago, wants
them introduced everyw here and Is making
o special offer to agents. Write him today.

THROW YOUR
Under the table, into a
T,Tllnk, down Cellar or
- anywhere. Our leBl!Ons

VOICE

in.
VJ:NTRILOQUISJII
teaches you, With

our

VENTRILO

(lits in the mouth and
cannot be seen)lou
imitate B!rds,
nimala, etc. without

1i'JOOS
~hl1~!urt°a'
:i'd ~:- of
by mail for u•~.

Universal Dist.,
:> a~
Box 532. Stamford, Ct.

Get Rid
of Your

Why shou Id you
stay fat when thera
is such an easy way
toreduce? 1'housand•
of men and women
each year re1r a In
slender, healthy fig.
ures pleasantly and
quickly simply by
taking Marmo la
Preacription Tabl•t•.
TheBII little tablet,
contain just the right
amount of the ·famous
Marmola Prescription
to correct •the action of
your system. As soon
as you try them, you
will begfn to get slender, and
in a ahort time your fat will
disappear.
Don't kill yourself with
violent exercises or starvation diets. Marmola Pre•
•cription Tablet& are what
you need. Go to your drug•
gist and get a box, or, if you
prefer, send one dollar to the
Marmots Co., I879 General
Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.. and a box will be
s,int postpaid. Then try them. Take these Ii ttle
tablets as diTected and in no time people will
be telling you how wonderfully slender you ara
getting. Get your box. now, today!

GROW

~

m

TALLER!

I•NCBEASE YOUR HEIGHT!

Simple, Natural, Easy Methnd.
Will increase your height

and Improve yonr appearance.
Write tor FREE Booklet.
De1>t. M.

THE NATURAL JIIETHOD BUREAU
Atlantic Cit:Y, N. J.

PIMPLE·S
Your Skin Oan Be .Qalcldr OINred of Pimples, Blackhead&
Acne Eru_ptiona on the face or 004Y, Bal'bera Itch,
Eczema, Enlarired Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

FAT •REE Yr&,~!.,;~ w:...".l!!_'lte•oo~,

Free Trial Treatment
Sent on request. Allk tor m)'
"pay-when-reduced" offer. I haT~
successfully reduced thousandi
of persons, often at the r ate of
a pound a d nY, without diet or
Let me send you p-r oot at my ex-

e,u,rct • e.
pense.
DB. R. NEWJIIA.N, Licensed Physfolan
iltate of New York, :886 Fifth Avenue
New York, Desk W-18

Old Money Wanted

II:'
eured m71elf after beinir affl.l~y8111L
E.5.QIVKNIJ,111 Chealoal IJklg., Kaneu cm.,Mo.

TOBACCO

Habit Cured or No Pay

An:, fonn. clllllln.cie••tt.,pipe, chewing o,: a• llff
Guan,nteed . HarmleN, Complete treatmenteent
.,.,. trial. eo.ta 11 .00 if it c:ur... Notlainir if it failo.

SUPERBA CO. M-21, Baltimore, Md.

We paid $2,500.00 for one s!ker dollar to
Mr. Manning of Albany, N. Y. We buy all
rare coins and pay highest cash oremiums.
Send 4c for large Coln Circular. May mean
mucb profit to yon.
Dept. 436

NUMISMATIC BANK.
Ft. Worth, Tex.

I MAKE THE BEST CHOCOLATE
BARS

Mints and Che\Ving Gum. Be my agent.
Everybody wl11 I.Juy frc- tn yon. \V1·it e today.
FrP,e Sa.m ples .
_
MTLTO.N GORDON
613 Jacks on St., Cinl'lnnatl, Ohio

Wonderful, new device, guides your band ' ccrrecta
yourw•iting in few days. Big improvemen\ ir, three
haun. No failur es. Complete ootl~ne FREE• .
Write c. J. Ozment, Dept.,;,9
St. Louis, Mo.

~

I

Send
for
ihis
Free.Book!
J
~

FASCINATING BOOK of Detective stories that shows how ordinary
boys and men have won nationwide fame, thousands of dollars in rewards,
and important official positions by solving finger print mysteries!

" • • . Shortly before midnight a young
couple slipped away from the dance. They
eought out a long, low, rakish roadster. With
powerful headlights picking out the path, it
moved cautiously through the parking space
and out onto the high road.
"Early next morning-a (.arm boy found the
girl's dead bod't crumpled in the wayside ditch.
Concealed in the bushes at the side of the road
Jay the boy's lifeless body, also shot from be•
hind."
Who had committed the murder?
Read the rest of the story on page 15 of our
new Finger Print book. Find out bow the
munterers were traced, tried and convicted1
and' how a certain finger print expert solvea
five murder mysteries and secured 97 convic•
tions in less than a year.
Find out how 70a can become a Fin,rer
Print Ex,,.rt.

Thirteen Thrilling Stories
of Mystery anct
Achievement
Thirteen • toriee of crime, darlnl' robberie•, mJllta•
riou• murden, thrillfnge • capes. Yoa'll enjoi ''Snow•
lovi11b e Fiover
1:•

r.l'a":.

:bfac":~f:,:~:::-"Tbe

In "P'oiled," a true account of a great political eoop,

~~l~;::h~~
~t:S!::~i~feri::;!r•o'f°g;!lfcl:
wu later appointed to the moat important ldentiflca-

0
:~

Jlon poaltion in tbe • tate.
You'll read of men who acblend fame, bhr rewarda
aod Important poeltlooa lo a abort time throuirb the
atud:, of tln11er prlnte.

Finger Print Jixperts
Needed!

More and more the detection of crime rHOlvea ltaelf
Into a problem of Identification . Trained men are
needed every month to 6U the new position• that ars
created. Recorda ahow tbet UniveraltJ of Applied

t:::.ceL~:!f•~t,,!e!!~=~f•t:! cl~ .t:f :;:l;
PARTIAL UST

bureau• to which U . of A. S. men have been ap•
pointed.

GradaateaU.ofA.S.
Receau1 appointed
ll'taser Print Ex•
pert • of tbe • e
State-. Cltle • • ad
lnatltllUom.

Thi• book ~annot be bouabt at any newutand or

State of Iowa
liltate of Idaho
State of Colorado
St. Paul, Miao.
1
~
Plttaburirb, Pa.
Great Falla. lloDC.

You can learn linw•r print identification in
a few month• in your •par• timr-at It.om•.

Send the Coupon!
booketore-but It will be 1ent to you FREE If yoa
write to 01 at once. Thirty-two pa1re1. illustrated ta
color with weird crime gicturea. Thi1 book explain•
1

i~:- y';frc:1:!~ io!~ ttr.in,::1~ ~1:; :,:~~-tr.:

~~i=~·x?.:i

bow ,-ou ean aet a profe1n1ional 6n~r print outlt
free. Write for thla book today.

I~
r::.i:{n~~-llfch.
BebooeetadJ.

1920 SWU1y1lde Ave., Dept.10·92Chicall'O, ID.

N. Y.
Lorain County, Oblo

E!Puo, Taxu
Galveaton, Texu
Hou• ton, Texaa
Lloeoln. Nebr.
Everett, Wub.
01,den, Utah
14

University of Applied Science

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c• u

l r.~;.':~:i:.~~l ~~~~:!t~:~'tb~i•~:~1::e

University of Applied Science, Dept. 10-92
1920 SWU1yside Avenue, Chlcaro, Ill.

Alban:, Cou!!_t.7 PenlAlban:,, N. Y.
(tfal7

eolutely no obH.ration , Alao tell me bow I can
become • ftncer print expert by • todying a few
months In • pare time-and how I u;i r,e
profee1iooal .ftnaer print outfltfrH.

'l'IIIN, Olrla.
BaTana. Caba

Add.-,......................_ ............. _ ...................................._

/J~io ~\o.

t\1:i:"ir.8=."ir!:t
.Albam~ C&llf,

Nome ............ . ---------·-·---------------

Any man who can read and write can ho

come o fin••• print e,cpert,

Cilll••····-----•·•·········Stau....-

Big3ft~

ALASKA DEER
FACE
FAMINE
As a result of
t h e unusually
h e a v y fall of
snow and unprec e d e n t e d coM
weather, wild life
in Alaska is seriousl y threatened
and fear i s expressed by officials here that
unless reli ~f soon
is afforded thousand of deer will
starve t o death.
T he situa tion fa
i;et forth in a telegram received
by D. E. W. Nelson . chief of the
Biological Su r vey, from H. C.
Devi.ghn e, President of the Juneau Cha mber of
Commerce.
Thi,: telegram
says that wild
deer h a ve been
driven, dow n to
the beaches and
are existin g _on
k e 1 p, which is
insufficien t f o o d
and consequ ently
are dyin g by hundreds.
"Quick action
and a nominal
approp1·iation by
your department
will save extermination of these
v a 1 u ab 1 e animals," the message says.
Officials of the
B iological Survey
said toni ght that
at present n o
Federal money is
l egally available
to meet the emergency. They are
hopeful that it
will be met by
1>rivate subscripThey antion.
nounce that the
Hu A merican
m ane Society of
already
A lbany
h ad promised to
conti;bute $ 2 5 0
of the $ 2 , 0 0 0

needed.

RUSH your
aame and w e
.viii t e 11 · you
IIOW you can
get this I ndoor
Outfi t,
\.thletic
con s is t ing o!

Punching Bag, 2
P a irs of Boxing
G l ovPs, In d oor
Baseball, A B SO ;LUTELY
FREE. Write at

once

for

Free

Athletic Plan.

-!~!~~~~R!
-magnifyi ng over 8 t im es •

Mskea peo1>le and objects mil
away seem close. Brings new

t~~;~gf!:~re:JgJo~:e
ete.re as nev'er before. New
Ferry "Wonder"telasco1>e has
aectiona-opene out over 8 ft,
na, mea.11urea 12 inches closed.
, &tr008' and • powerful yet
t, compact, eaay to carry.
8

e!~~~:s.t:C

~ ub d : ~
~er&d with black leatherette,

11
de :~,
fini:t1ftrc~:.e e~fll;~!t1

,~ree·o ut, BraH aafety caps at each
,i,d to keep out duat. Powerful
let1aee are apecial clear achro,,.

Read
These
Letters

T housands
of Delighted
Users

of DeZilvo should convince
you more t han anything we
m<!Y say, how needless itis to
suffer w ith this dangerous, unsightffodisfiguring ailment.When

"l am delighted
with the 'Wonrter'
teleecooe. Today
I have been watch•
Intl submarines 3
mlfek off the coast...
-Pblllt>Brush. "I
can see across tbs
Mississippi 3 miles
and see 1>eop!e fish•

r.~~~ed,t~ft~t'~~~'.J~1;:.r.::~.t;,~
address
Kolar Laboratories, 21 K1lar Bldf., Ft Waynt,lnd.

,!~;;:,-;;~I~s<i~~~

old and It I could not
get another would not
take $10.00 tor lt."-A.
R . Walker. "I can tell
time on the church clock

l~~:•~&'iSX ·~11~1:r•~
t~~0¥f'm1i~
::::luli
away." - Clyde 8cr1bner:•
aeroplane 4 m.Ues awe.y.''-

;~..~. r.·&e:t1'~e 11 :~ti

eee windm.111 more than 4 milM
away ,• •-aa,mond CoqgoTa.

Send No
;Money ~~ :or:i~

IJ?ubelow
08
~1hF1~
ClOme by return mall. Pay poet•
man S!)eC!al bargain 1>rlce of Sl.Bli
F,1118 few cents !)08tage. 8atls-

wd'.:'~llca:! ~~8

l#HthillForiiLuckti,
lfi

b8;ci~n ~~~au~~ii Yi~~~ney

--------,
r::?N~ Jl:.;t!a·.i t;462 I

FERRY Bo CO.,

~

Chicago, 111.

00 ~ ~::,~fs1? ~ ~"t:!.~e1 w.!n II
J
· arlval. II I am 110C 11&tlstle<l you Will I
Bend me 3 f t. Ferry Wonder Telild

in Love
LoYe is the greatest

___ ,

thine in the world.
Why not have good
luck in love? The
Sheik. the world'•

e:ri:.~.,::~-:li:::.:.•er.: t~•i::lt:£~
Ri:~g"j~~ .";.i:t•:.::1:~ ::;i :'o'~t:N~~
•,
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WristW&tc1'

SHEIK AHMED. Rand McN1ll1 Bide., De,t. n Chic11•

I

Guara n te ed Time Keep er. G iven fo r •elllng only
30 card• of Dress Snap-Fu t~ners at 10c per card . Easily
EARN BIG MO Nl!lY
Sold.
OR PREMIUMS. Orde r y our
cards TO-DAY. Sen d no m oney·,
We trust you till goods a re aold.
AMERIZOA.N SPE CIALTY CO
LallOllaw. J.>•
Bo~ I 7

FREE
ROLl:c'!~
Genuine Eutman, ROLL Alme.

&•II only 30 ..aortmenb band•

ome6 eolor XMAS SEALS al 10c

• Ht, EASILY SOLO, Get lot toTRUST YOU with Halo

Tr.,,'rl

AMERICAN SPIICIALTY eo.

. . ." 127-K

_,,tate

I!!!:!.•~~S::!!,!r•• I

G. A.· W.-1 sincerely promise with all IDT
heart what you ask. My phone number ls
Your sister, Ellen Shepherd,
Ros lyn 381.
Roslyn Heights, ~- Y.

al110 • • ~of ft•P• for
toc1~.t
promi,tly ntarnod If aot Htlallo4 - 1 \ daJ'II.
mp~ 1our name and addrea

~

I

refund m7 mone7,

t:.i!C:;t.t::.iA?nU:..~!4!1
111orseo1111 Arabian Ni111hta

eonquore Joye. The Shelli
111111 with hi• Imai• on It la
the 1:,mbol of thl•~ lonr'•

Chicago, Ill.

z

Laacaater•.Pa,

•

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - L A T ll!:8T

1 8 8 0 11:8 -

-

1125 Young Wild West's Clean Sweep; or, The Reforma- ·
tion of Reckless Camp.
1126 " and •.be Hoodoo Claim; or, A'rlett and the Keir
of Nugget&.
1127 " and "Cinnamon Hank"; or, The Grudge of the
Gila Giant.
1128 " SrrlmmnJ?e with Sioux: or, Arletta and the
Renegade.
!129 " Racing the Cowboys; or, Saving a Doomed
Ranch.
1130 " Biggest Pan out: or, Arletta and the Lost Prospectors.
1131 " SnvinJ? n HundrNl Thousand; or, The Shot That
Stopped the Train .
1132 " Fall Rounrl Up : or, Arletta and the Rustlers.
1133 " Over thP Rio Grande: or. The Hunt for the
Stolen Stock.
11M " and the Redskin Spy; or, Anetta's Clever
Decoy.
1135 •,• Gunning tor Gold; or, Outwitting the Mine
Plotters.
1136 " Forcrrl to Fight; or, How Arletta Bossed the
Gulch.
1137 " and the lilngllsh Earl; or, The Search for e
Missing !\fan .
1138 " anrl th<> Jndlan Agent; or, Arletta Shooting for
Her Life.
1139 " Lasso Duel; or. The Picnic at Dry Bottom .
1140 " and the U. S. Marshall; or, Arletta ns n Detective.
·
1141 " Stopping n Flood: or, Saving n DoomPrl Camp.
1142 " and the Mall Coach; or, Arletta and the Lndy
In Blue.
tH3 " and the Mystic Dozen; or, The Scourge of Red
Rock Pass.
llH " ll<'lplng the 9th Cavalry; or, Arlettn as a
Sharpshooter.
1145 " and th~ Miner's "Kid"; or, Flglltlng for a
Gold Claim.
ll4.0 " and the Redskin Rustlers; or, Arletta Saving
the Cattle.
1147 " Fight on tbP MPsa: or, SurroundPrl by Grensers.
1148 " Lending a Raid; or, Arletta and the Bars of
Gold.
1149 " at Yankee Cnmp; or, A Fonrth of .July on the
Border.
1150 " CornPred by Apacl1es; or, Arletta and the
Poisoned Arrow.
1151 " and "Innocent Ike"; or, Trapping a Tricky
Rustler.
1152 " Prairie Ptir~ult; or, Arietta a Captive.
1153 " and the Texas Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage
with the Sheeomen.
1154 " Wnshlng Ont Gold; or, Arlette's Lucky Discovery.
1155 " Mexican l\llxup; or, The Silver Mine Dlspnte.
11~61 u at thP ,v1dow's Claim; or, Arlette's Brave Defense.
1157 " an<l th.P Range Boss; or, Crooked Work at the
Sleepy .J.
il58 " Caught by Savages; or, Arlette's Daring
Rescue.
ll50 11 anu the Mexican Dendshot; or, The Shooting
Match On thl! Border.
1160 " at Hard Luck: or, Arletta and tbe Stream of
Gold.
1161 " Defendiug a Ranch; or, Besieged by Cattle
Rustlers.
J 162 " and the Miner's 'l'rap ; or. Ari<'tta's Great Shot.
1103 " at Ace High Falr; or, Tbe Liveliest Time on
Record.
,
il64 " Risky Ride: or, Arletta and tbe Gnkh Gnni?.
1165 " Buckskin Bnncl: or, The Sheriff's Blir Mistake.
1166 " DouhlP 'l'rlumnh: or, Arietta Savinir tl1e Flag.
;167 " and "Cowboy .Jack": or. 8poillnir n Rnncl1 Ral<l.
1 t08 " Only Chance; or. Arlet tn's Quick Throw.
.For sale by nil newsdealers, or will be sent t any ad•
dress on- receipt of price, Sc. Per copy, In money
or p ostage stamps by

HARRY E. WOLFP', Publisher, Inc.
New York Cit1.

J,.ii West 23d Street

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing, They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 26.

HOW TO R OW, SAIL AND B U I LD A BOAT.

No. 29

HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.- Every

No. 36.

HOW '1'0 SOL\"'E CONC'XDRU)r i-.-C'ontnln-

No. 41.

THE BOYS Ot' NEW YORK END i\lEN'S

-l•'uily illustrntecl. Full instructions are given in this
little book, together with i'lstructions on swimming and
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL J<'ORTUNES.- 'Ever.v o ne is
clesil'ou• of knowing whnt his future life wlll brin g
forth, whethPr happiness or misery, wealth or povert y.
Yon can tell hy n glanre at this little book. Buy one
ancl be convinced
,
boy shoulcl know bow lm,entlons originated. This book
explains them all. giving exampl<'s in electricity, hydranlir~. urnirnetlsm, optics, pnrmnntics, mechan ics.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.- One of the most Instru ctive
hooks on rooking evrr published. It ·contains reci p es
for cooking meats, fish. game and oysters; also p ies,
puddings, cnkes and aJI kinds of pastry, and a grand
rnll~cuon of recipes.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHA \ 'E.-C'ontainlng the rules
nnfl etiquette of good society and the enslPst anrl most
npprO\·ed metho<'ls of nppearing to _goocJ ndvnntage at
parties, hails, the tlientre, church, t.ncl In the drawln!! -room.
No. ~5. HOW TO PLAY GA:lrES.-A Mmpipte and
usefnl little book. rontnining thp rulPS anfl regulations
of billiards, bagatelle. back-gammon, croquet, d01ui1i,
1etc.
lng nil the leadinir connn<lrums of the dar, amusing rlddl P•. curi ous ~at<'l1es and wltty sa~·lug•.
No
40. HOW TO ) IAKE A:-ID SET TRAPS .- I•n•
rludinir hints on how •o rntch moles. ,Yeasels. otter. rats,
scp1irrels and birds. Alst, J1ow to cure skins. Copiously
lllustrnted .
,lOK EBOOK.-Cont niniug n great variety of the latest
joke~ !1secl hy tlw most famous end meu. No amateur
m;nstrels Is c·ornplete wilbout !hi• wonderful !lttt"' hook.
No.

42.

'J'HE

BO'\' S

OP

NEW

YORK

STU)IP-

8PEAKER.- Contaiuinj? n YnriNI n<sortmPnt of stnmp
spPerhes. NPgro, Dutel, nod Irish. Also .,.nd men's jok<>s.
.Jnst thP tliln!! for liome nmns<>mPnt nnd amnteur shows.
No. 45.

'l'HE BOYS

OF NEW YORK

:\TINSTREL

GUIDE AND ,JOKE llOK.-f:;omPth ing nPw and very
instructiYe.. ri:,,ery hoy should ohtnin this hook. as It
C'Ontalns fnll lnstrurtions for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. •16. HOW TO MAKE AND nm ELECTRICITY .
-A <lescription of tlie wnndnful US"• of electrlcltv and
elertro mnirnPtism: togPther with full instructions tor
making F:lrrtrie To,·s. Batteries. etC'. Tly Geor!!e Trebel.
A. :IL, :II. n. Contnininir cl\·er tlfty lllnstrntlons.
No. 48.

HOW T O BUILD AND SAIL CANOES .-A

lrnnrly hook for hoys, rontaininir full directions for constructing canoes and the most popular manner or sai l•
in!! them. Fully Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATFJ.-Glv lng rules f or con cluctlng <lPlrntes, outlines for clebntes, questions for dis•
cn••lon nncl the hest sources for procuring Information
on the auestinn given .
No . 50. HOW TO . I-TUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
-A vnlunhle 1,ook. giving instructions in rollectlng. preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals and insects.
No. 51. H OW TO DO T RICKS WITH CA RD S.-Con tnlning explanations of the general principles of slelgbtof-hnnd appllcah!P to card tricks; or card trll'ks with
orrllnary rnrds, and not requiring s leight:of-hand; of
tricks involYing slplght -of-hnncl, or the use of specially
prPpnrecl cards. Illustrated.
No. !12. HOW T O PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full direction s
for playing Euchre. C'rlbbage. Casino. Forty-Five,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours. and mnn ,. other popular games of cards.
No. 54.

HOW TO REEP AND l\l ANAGE PET8.-

GlvJng comJllete information as to the manner and met ho<'I of rnislng. keeping, tamlni:r, breeding encl managing
nil kinds of pets: also giving full instructions for maklni:r cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight Illustrations .
For sale by aJJ newsdealers, br will be e1:nt to anJ'
address on receipt of price, 10c. per co p y,
In mon ey or stamps , b y

BARRY E. WOLFF. Publisher. Inc.
166 West 23d Stree&
New York City:

